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ABSTRACT
Archaeological Resource Services of San Jose, California conducted salvage
excavations of the first Chinatown of San Jose from 1985-1988. The resulting collection
is one of the largest and most complete collections of Overseas Chinese archaeological
materials to date. This master’s thesis identified, catalog, and analyzed a portion of
faunal remains recovered during the excavation. The remains were analyzed to answer
questions of meat preference, consumption patterns, resistance and hybridization of
traditional and American foodways. The collection shows that despite our previous
notions of Overseas Chinese lifeways, the inhabitants of Market Street were interacting
with the Euro-American community through their food choices and consumption. Not
only were they branching out beyond our previous notions, but they were creating their
own cultural identity not as Overseas Chinese but as Chinese Americans.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
With the eyes of the archaeological community turning East in an exploration of
our American heritage, the study of Chinatowns as an amalgamation of the American
experience has exploded in the past decade. The Chinese in the U.S. have been
recognized as integral to the industrialization of the nineteenth century West, but only as
labors and railroad builders. What is missing in these accounts are the stories of their
lives, a gap that historical archaeological work can help to fill. One of the strengths of
historical archaeology is its ability to tell a story that helps researchers understand
disenfranchised individuals of the past, groups who are typically underrepresented in the
written record. This thesis is an account of one small part of those stories.
Chinese communities in California, specifically the Market Street Chinatown in
San José, tell a story not yet heard. It is not only a story of labor, discrimination and
poverty, but also of resistance, power and triumph over adversity. The Market Street
Chinatown Project represents a unique opportunity to study the lives of newly American
Chinese immigrants during the mid to late 19th century. Analysis of the faunal remains
from the site can potentially tell scholars a great deal about daily life, diet, site occupation
and self identity of the Chinese immigrants who lived on Market Street.
Market Street Chinatown was located at the intersection of Market and San
Fernando streets in downtown San Jose. The site was first occupied in the 1860’s and
was destroyed by an arson fire in 1887 (Young Yu: 2001:22). At the height of
occupation, the community housed over 1000 Chinese men, women and children and
served as a cultural center for more than 2000 Chinese miners and workers in the
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surrounding Santa Clara County (Voss 2005:430). The community was established by
the large number of Chinese men who having originally been miners and railroad
workers, were suddenly excluded from such work (Voss 2005:430). Growing tensions
between Chinese immigrants and naturalized Americans resulted in a governmentsanctioned exclusionary act disallowing the immigration of more workers and laborers.
With no mining or labor jobs available for Chinese immigrants, Chinese men and women
opened shops specializing in laundering, butchery and other service related
industries. The community that grew was one of several urban centers that served as
embarkation points for Chinese immigrants who later settled in mining and railroad
camps throughout the West.
The area was excavated between 1985 and 1988 as a part of a salvage operation in
preparation for the redevelopment of downtown San Jose. The artifacts recovered from
the dig represent one of the largest and most varied Overseas Chinese archaeological
collections to date. The task of analyzing the vast set of artifacts is currently being
overseen by Dr. Barbara Voss at Stanford University in conjunction with the Chinese
Historical and Cultural Project and Past Forward, Inc. Other artifact classes recovered
during the excavation, including ceramics, game pieces and glassware from the collection
have been extensively studied and previously reported upon (Michaels 2003; Yuan
2007). However, faunal analysis is a relatively specialized field, often leading to bones
going unanalyzed, as has been the case with the remains from Market Street.
For the project at hand, 17,599 bones were analyzed and cataloged in order to
explore the foodways and use of meat by the Market Street community. I begin with an
overview of the historical events that precipitated massive immigration from Southern
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China to all corners of the world, specifically the West Coast of North America as well as
a brief summary of Chinese immigrant lives in the Western United States. Chapter 3 is a
summary of traditional food culture in China and will serve as a basis for understanding
the culinary choices that were identified in the zooarchaeological remains.
Chapter 4 is an overview of the methods of analysis utilized for this project as
well as an overview of the field procedures carried out in the excavation process.
Chapter 5 continues with a description of the bones that form the core of this study. The
analysis focuses on identifying key features of the bones including bone count, bone
weight, meat cuts, butcher marks and biomass.
My thesis will conclude with a broader discussion of how the foodways identified
reflect the practical realities of their lives in the Market Street Chinatown and the
complexities of change and continuity in the United States. The residents of the Market
Street Chinatown were not simply Chinese people living overseas, but a new generation
of Americans, Chinese Americans. Too long have early Chinatowns been relegated to
the title of Overseas Chinese, as if they maintained every aspect of their culture, habits
and lifeways from China in a new land. The evidence presented in this thesis will show
that the lives of the Chinese in America were ultimately the result of a complex array of
social and cultural factors and were not merely representative of an effort to hold onto the
past.
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORY OF CHINESE IMMIGRATION
AND MARKET STREET CHINATOWN
“Except for some individual, restless, adventurous soul, one must have a very good
reason to leave one’s native home and journey 7,000 miles to toil in a foreign land.”
(Chen 1980:6)
From China to California
The experience of the Overseas Chinese, like many other immigrant groups in the
19th century, includes both the stories of their home country and experiences in their new
home. The story of the inhabitants of Market Street Chinatown began in mid 19th century
China. Knowing the historical events leading up to the years of immigration from China
to other areas of the world gives an idea of why hundreds of thousands of people would
leave their homes to start over again in a foreign land. Furthermore, in the United States
these immigrants fought a further battle once they made it to this new home.
Understanding their background sets the stage for understanding the lives and material
remains left behind by the inhabitants of Market Street Chinatown.
The mid 19th century was a time of wars, famine and strife in China. Forced
international trade, loss of the Opium War and the resulting humiliation of the Middle
Kingdom by Western countries led to social upheaval by citizens in both the cities and
surrounding countryside. The political, economic and social strife of the era led to
millions of men, women and children (but mostly men) relocating and seeking new
homes all over the world. Those who chose to leave sought a better life elsewhere. They
tended to relocate to the countries causing much of the political and economic turmoil
within China. Since most foreign contact occurred at newly opened ports like
Guangzhou, Chinese men would overhear rumors of gold and wealth in California,
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driving thousands of Chinese men to seek their fortunes – or at the very least, lives better
than they were currently living. Who left and how these immigrants came to the United
States paints a picture of the urgency and desire of the Chinese to seek a better life
elsewhere.
Political upheaval resulting from two hundred years of corrupted Qing dynasty
rule began to unravel China at the seams. The Manchu emperors of the Qing dynasty
took power in 1644 and ruled until 1911 when the people rose up in favor of revolution
and a republican state. Throughout much of the Qing dynasty, the Chinese experienced
various political re-orderings, leading to discontentment among the populace. Despite
this discontentment, the Qing government remained successful for two and a half
centuries, “one crucial reason for this success was a highly evolved governmental
structure that maintained central authority and at least the illusion of comprehensive rule,
despite its superficiality and surprising administrative flexibility” (Wesley-Smith
1983:31). These imperial systems placed the emperor on top of the order of rule putting
him on a heavenly alter with the earthly alter being located in the formidable compound
of the Forbidden City (Wesley-Smith 1983:32). The Qing dynasty, once seen as
expected and natural, was eventually subjected to the ever-increasing discontent.
China and the Qing dynasty were exposed to the outside world through increased
trade and interaction with foreigners. Middle Kingdom mentality of the Chinese people
at the time was that all foreigners were barbarians. China, alone was believed to
represent civilization and the ideal world order (Wakeman 1975:111). The outside world
however, would not be appeased by Confucian hierarchy and limiting trade through the
single trading port of Guangzhou (known as Canton at the time). The self-contained
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Chinese economy did not offer many avenues for trade with the Dutch, English and other
European trading giants. The East India Trading Company found a solution to this
challenge by opening a market for something China did not produce; opium.
Opium was used in China for centuries, but due to its increasing popularity and
greater availability through English traders, the demand for opium in the early 19th
century skyrocketed. This benefited English traders in particular because they had ready
access to raw opium and a monopoly through the East India Trading Company
(Wakeman 1975:126). Discontent at the path the country was taking finally led to a
purge of foreign traders from Canton and destruction of millions of dollars worth of
opium. The forced eviction of British traders resulted in the first Opium War; lasting
from 1839-1842. The unequipped and comparatively antiquated Chinese military was no
match for the British navy and army and were easily defeated. The defeat came at a great
cost for the Chinese, losing thousands of lives in long bloody battles. Not only did the
war claim human lives but the aftermath of the defeat affected the hearts and minds of the
Chinese people.
The Treaty of Nanjing, following the Opium War, brought an already
downtrodden China to its knees. The previously strong Middle Kingdom mentality
widely held by the Chinese people crumbled under the British military. The opening of
more trade ports as a result of the treaty led to massive amounts of bribery, embezzlement
and highlighted the disconnectedness of the Qing government (Wakeman 1975:126).
Although the United States did not participate in the Opium War they were able to share
in the spoils with Britain through the Treaty of Wangxia in 1842 (Chen 1980:8). This
treaty gave the same unequal trading rights to the US as Britain.
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Multiple unequal treaties undermined the worldview of the Middle Kingdom. Not
fully understood prior to the war, the military was centuries behind Western armies, using
antiquated technology. The Chinese people were losing faith in the Qing government.
This loss of belief in the government left the door open to charismatic leaders like Hong
Xiuquan and the Taiping Rebellion.
The Taiping Rebellion (1851-1864) began with local merchants and migrants
from Southern China in the Guangdong province, the base of foreign traders. The
discontent promoted by Xiuquan was not directed at the countries that had defeated and
humiliated China but towards the Manchu Qing Dynasty. Xiuquan felt “himself destined
to destroy not Europeans but Manchus, whom he saw as the latest wave of barbarian
invaders to intentionally keep the Chinese from realizing that Christianity was their true
creed” (Wakeman 1975:144). Like other southern Chinese, Xiuquan was a Christian,
having been exposed to Western Christian ideals.
The rebellion spread north as Xiuquan’s army marched from south to north
destroying Confucian and Daoist temples. People in the countryside throughout China
did not necessarily hold the Christian beliefs of Xiuquan and his army but their contempt
for the Qing government was stronger than their dislike of Western imperialists.
The leadership of the “Heavenly Kingdom” as it declared itself, failed to provide
for the people it was supposedly liberating. In the early 1860s, floods swept across the
Chinese countryside. People throughout the flooded zones lost their crops of grain and
other staple crops and were forced, in the end, to eat famine foods including roots and
herbs that grow naturally in the hills. Lack of food and flood conditions led to
widespread epidemics killing thousands. During the fourteen years of the rule of the
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Heavenly Kingdom over thirty million people died from natural and human causes
(Wakeman 1975:156). Despite the disasters that occurred during the time of the Taiping
Rebellion, the Chinese people maintained their dislike of the imperial Qing dynasty.
The average persons’ unhappiness with their government was the main reason
why the rebellion was able to gain so much support, leading the army to settle in Nanjing,
making it their capital in 1853. The rebellion slowed and was finally quashed when 11
years after Nanjing had been captured, the Qing dynasty returned the city to the empire.
The very fact that it took the government so long to recapture the city speaks to their lack
of resources, support and strength.
After the Opium War and Taiping Rebellion, the Qing government was left with
an economic crisis and the responsibility for paying millions in war indemnity. The
Qing government attempted to solve their debt problems by raising already high land
taxes across the country. The Qing government’s land tax system did protect the
government from the worst effects of the economic fallout. As the value of silver rose
and the price of rice fell the governments’ taxation rate rose, essentially making up the
revenue lost by converting money through trading with foreign nations (Bernhardt
1992:47). While the price of growing rice on the land increased due to paying land taxes,
the price farmers could sell their rice for fell. Though the government attempted to
minimize the crisis by raising taxes to pay war costs, peasants were struggling to feed
themselves and their families (Bernhardt 1992:48).
Taxation of rice and other grains in the countryside could not have come at a
worse time given the normally replenished grain supplies had been diminishing for years
due to population increase. Throughout the time of the Opium Wars and Taiping
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Rebellion, China had experienced several floods, resulting in years of famine. Normally,
officials maintained the granary stocks which combated price increases. When
necessary, officials would ship grain in from other provinces and supervise its
distribution (Fairbanks et al 1998:187). Unfortunately this grain reserve system broke
down. The combination of multiple natural disasters and an expanded population lead to
the system being overwhelmed. The already demoralized government one again proved
its weakness in its lack of response to famine. As a result thousands died and taxes went
on to be demanded for land and food.
Despite the poverty being endured by the people of the countryside, imperial and
rich families continued to live an extravagant life full of luxury. One such luxury was the
food consumed at large and extravagant feasts hosted.. Feasting tradition began in the
Han dynasty 260BCE-200CE and continued well through the Qing dynasty. These feasts
were later held for travelers and traders from the West. They became part of the
propaganda imposed on foreigners to demonstrate the power and infallibility of the
Middle Kingdom (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Western View of Chinese Imperial Qing Dynasty Feasts (Coe 2009:15)

Prior to the Opium War, imperial members to the poorest peasants believed in the
infallibility and superiority of China, but those attitudes began to change after the treaty
of Nanjing. After half a century of exposure to the West in the trading port of
Guangzhou, common people were finally gaining an understanding of a world outside of
China. After the humiliating defeat of the Opium War, the chaos of the Taiping
Rebellion and increasing poverty the common people began to open their mind to other
cultures and ways of life. As the United States entered the trading arena in China they
felt this mistrust of Westerners but also a growing understanding of theirs and other
Western cultures (Coe 2009:10).
Those who were more apt than others to leave their native country were the
inhabitants of Guangzhou and the surrounding Guangdong province. This area had been
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the base of fighting against the British in the Opium War, leaving the land and population
devastated. They had also been the center of the Taiping Rebellion, and loci of internal
strife between different ethnic groups inhabiting the province. Throughout the mid 19th
century, this region of China, in particular, absorbed repeated economic and social blows
with the southern province of Guangdong feeling particularly abandoned by their
government (Chen 1980:9).

The Chinese Experience in America
Those people living in Guangdong province who wanted to leave China and seek
a life elsewhere did so by immigrating to wherever would provide a more prosperous life.
Common migration destinations included Europe, Australia, North American and
Southeast Asia. There were a number of options available to those who wished to
emigrate, “there could be no question of trying to emigrate North or West – devastation,
war and dense populations barred the way. The alternative was to move south and
overseas” (Chen 1980:9). Moving south, emigrants settled in Thailand, Indonesia and
Java. This exodus, though technically illegal in the Qing government, was connected
with the “junk trade” named for the boats used in trade between Southeast Asian islands.
Immigration was also possible through the many trade networks developed as a result of
the treaties of Nanjing and Wangxia.
Fueling some of the immigration to the United States were rumors at the ports.
Beginning in 1848, the people of Guangzhou began to hear rumors of a land where the
very mountains were made of gold. In 1848, miners in California struck gold beginning a
flood of people from all over the world who sought their fortunes. Gold fever spread
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across the United States, bringing people from all over the country attempting to strike it
rich (Figure 2). Word of the gold rush made its way across the Pacific to the port of
Guangzhou. At this point "the people of (Southern China) heard of a new and more
alluring place of opportunity – across the Pacific Ocean. They would come to call it
Gold Mountain.” (Coe 2009:102). While European immigrants expounded the notion
that American streets were paved with gold, the Chinese believed it was the very
mountains that were composed of it. The myth of “Gold Mountain” brought thousands of
Chinese men and women, mostly men, 7000 miles across the ocean to seek their fortunes
and a better life (Chen 1980:6).

Figure 2: Western View of Chinese Miners in California (Pfaelzer 2007:9)
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Despite inequalities and strife in their native China, most immigrants intended to
gain riches for themselves and return to China. This is evident by the fact that 90% of the
population who immigrated were men who left their wives and family home in China
(Peffer 1999:2). For the men who immigrated their plan was to search for gold and send
money back to their families in China. The men also intended to return to China after
they had gained their fortunes. Their goal and the reality of their situation were two
different things, however. In reality many Chinese men never returned to China. Instead,
they settled into service related jobs and stayed in the U.S. Over time, many immigrants
brought their wives and children to their new home, somewhat mitigating the gender
imbalance of Chinese in the U.S. (The balance of the sexes was not equalized in many
American Chinatowns until the mid 20th century (Peffer 1999:2)).
In addition to wives who came over, many of the women who came from China
were brought to the United States as prostitutes. As mentioned, many men decided to
stay and make lives for themselves and eventually brought their wives and families to
live with them. However in 1875, the United States government decided that any woman
who came from China was a prostitute and therefore excluded Chinese women from
immigrating (Peffer 1999:2). Chinese women sought the same freedom and
independence from the strife they faced in China, yet they were denied this freedom by
the United States.
Chinese immigration began in the 1850’s and increased throughout the next three
decades. Over this time period, racism against individuals of Chinese descent by EuroAmericans swelled, particularly in the West. Originally immigrating for a better life and
the promise of gold and wealth, these early immigrants worked as miners and railroad
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workers. They sought their fortunes alongside European settlers coming from the Eastern
United States. Immigration during the beginning years of the 1850s was relatively easy
as the United States government encouraged peoples from all across the world to settle
and provide labor for the industrialization of the West as part of Manifest Destiny (Lee
2003:2).
Although Chinese were coming to the U.S. in significant numbers from the late
1840s onward, it was not until the mid 1870s that resentment truly began to crescendo.
Typifying the increased antagonism were the words of a California lawyer addressing the
state senate “The Chinese are upon us. How do we get rid of them? The Chinese are
coming. How do we stop them?” (Lee:2003:23). This sentiment largely summarized the
next several decades of California history, culminating in the 1882 passage of the
Chinese Exclusion Act. A great deal of antagonism was due to the growing Chinese
presence in California. By 1882, 50 to 75 percent of the farm labor was done by Chinese
workers. The abundance of Chinese labor resulted in an overall lowering of wages,
causing unrest among European settlers.
At this point in the Chinese experience in the United States, Chinese miners who
were brought to the Western US with the hope of finding their fortunes in gold, were
excluded from this and many other forms of work. Euro-Americans increasingly believed
that the Chinese were taking jobs from them, and actively worked to force the Chinese
men who were once miners to work other professions. In the San Francisco Bay area and
as far as Sacramento and San José, these Chinese men turned to farming and fishing
(Longenwalter 1980:103). This fishing trade run by newly immigrated Chinese men
supplied both the Euro-American and Chinese communities of the Western US with a
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steady supply of fish (Longenwalter 1980:103). Other professions that were soon
occupied by Chinese men involved restaurants (discussed further in chapter 3), butchery,
and laundry services. The stereotypical Chinese laundry was in fact the result of the
discrimination of Chinese, compelling many men other forms of work. These men
started businesses and kept themselves afloat in whatever job they could given the
limitations in their new country.
The growing industrialization of the West clearly had its limits. Chinese laborers
were no longer welcome in the United States, though merchants, teachers and other
professions were still allowed to immigrate. The Chinese Exclusion Act marked the first
time in United States history (though not the last) where individuals were excluded from
immigrating based on race and class (Lee 2003:4). The Exclusion Act remained law until
it was removed in 1943, it repeal due in part to a passionate speech given by Soong Mayling to Congress. During the time of exclusion an estimated 300,955 successfully gained
admission to the United States (Lee 2003:3).

The Founding and Destruction of Market Street Chinatown
The Market Street Chinatown was located at the intersection of Market and San
Fernando Streets in downtown San Jose (Figure 3). The site was first settled in 1860 and
was burned down by an arson fire in 1877 (Young Yu 2001:22). After this fire, the
inhabitants returned and rebuilt their homes. Ten years later on May 4, 1887 another
arson fire completely destroyed the community for good (Figure 4). The two arson fires
were clearly set as part of the growing anti-Chinese sentiment in the West. At the height
of occupation, the community housed over 1000 Chinese men, women and children and
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served as a cultural center for more than 2000 Chinese miners and workers living in the
surrounding Santa Clara Country (Voss 2005:430).
The community was formed by former miners and railroad workers who were
excluded from such work due to growing anti-Chinese actions by Euro-American
employers (Voss 2005:430). Chinese men and women opened shops specializing in
laundering, butchery and other service related industries. San José was one of several
urban centers that served as embarkation points for Chinese men who later settled in
mining and railroad campus across the Western United States.

Figure 3: Market Street Chinatown circa 1880 (marketstreet.stanford.edu)
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Figure 4: Market Street Chinatown Burns in Arson Fire; May 4, 1887
(marketstreet.stanford.edu)

The Market Street Chinatown was unique for several reasons; these would include
the number of inhabitants, demographics of the community and location. Many Chinese
immigrants settled in urban settings along the West coast but few were as large and
densely populated as Market Street. Even though there was a large migrant population
that often passed through Market Street, the permanent population was larger than most
Chinatowns in California at the time. Market Street was the largest Chinatown in San
José and the surround Santa Clara County and, in fact, it was the largest Chinatown south
of San Francisco. The demographics of the community were unique in that they
consisted of not just bachelor communities as many Chinese settlements in the West
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were. Men, women and children inhabited Market Street Chinatown. This community
was one of only a few places where Chinese immigrants brought and settled their
families.
The Market Street community occupied several city blocks in the center of
downtown San Jose (Figure 5). The development of city downtowns was not just a
theme of the later 20th century but occurred in the 19th century as well. The multiple
arson fires and aggression aimed at the occupants of Market Street truly began when the
city developers began to lust after the prime blocks of downtown occupied by Chinese
immigrants (Young Yu 2001:30). Leading up to the arson fires there were legal
proceedings attempting to force the community residents out. The grounds of these
forced evictions were for sanitary reasons. Prosecutors claimed that the Chinatown
represented a health threat to both the inhabitants and the population of San José. Before
these proceedings could be concluded, the Market Street Chinatown was burned down a
second time in 1887. In the wake of the fire three new (and smaller) Chinatowns were
established in the San José area.
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Figure 5: Sanborn Fire Insurance Map of Market Street Chinatown, 1884 (Kane 2012)
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It is ironic that, 98 years later, the redevelopment of downtown San José disturbed
the archaeology remains of this site bringing about a less than ideal salvage excavation.
The Market Street Chinatown's former location was selected by the city of San José for
the new Fairmont Hotel and Silicon Valley Financial Center. These major construction
projects were paid for the city of San José, the San José Redevelopment Agency and the
SVF Hotel Associates. The San José Redevelopment Agency is a city development
organization that is privately funded by investors. They contributed $29.5 million to the
project and continue to fund projects in the area (www.sjredevelopment.org). The SVF
Hotel Associates invested the remaining $106.8 million of the project totaling $136.3
million for both construction projects (www.sjredevelopment.org). The Fairmont Hotel
was the one of the first luxury hotels to be built in San José and was heavily supported by
the community because of it’s supposed boost to the local economy.
In 1980 the entire downtown was scheduled for redevelopment necessitating
environmental impact studies prior to redevelopment. The future site of the Fairmont
Hotel and Silicon Valley Financial Center was part of this environmental impact study. It
was during the study that two things happened: an exact location for the hotel and
financial center was chosen and a report was filed that pinpointed the former Market
Street Chinatown at the location of the proposed hotel and financial center. In 1981 as
part of the environmental impact statement Dorothea Theodoratus authored "Historical
Resources Overviews for the San Antonio Plaza Redevelopment Area" and “The
Location of Cultural Resources on Block 1 San Antonio Plaza Project San Jose,
California: Verification and Clarification of the Location of Cultural Resources on Block
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1 According to the Documentary Historical Record.” (Michaels 2003:19). In this study,
Theodoratus summarized the cultural resources that would be affected by the
redevelopment of downtown. On the list was the former Market Street Chinatown. This
report is evidence that the construction company and those involved in the development
of the construction had full knowledge of what they would unearth to build these
buildings.
The buildings that were to be built on the former location of the Market Street
Chinatown were paid for and planned by privately funded organizations and therefore
were not subject to state or federal laws regarding cultural resources. Though they were
required by the city and state to perform an environmental impact study, they were not
required to conduct an archaeological investigation before construction began.
Therefore, no survey, shovel tests or test excavations were conducted on the site before
construction began.
Despite not being required by law to conduct archaeological investigations into
the cultural heritage of the site, the San José Redevelopment Agency sponsored
archaeological monitoring of the site. Due to the 1981 environmental impact study the
developers knew that they had an almost 100% chance of running into cultural remains
while constructing building foundations for these buildings. The San José
Redevelopment Agency therefore hired the CRM firm Archaeological Resource Services
(ARS) to monitor construction. Excavation for the foundations of the Fairmont Hotel and
Silicon Valley Financial Center began in 1985 and immediately, cultural materials were
exposed by the back-hoe (Michaels 2003:18). After numerous historic and prehistoric
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artifacts were found, the San José Redevelopment Agency modified their contract with
ARS to have the company conduct salvage excavations.
Given the scope and price of downtown redevelopment projects, construction was
not going to be stopped by the unearthing of archaeological artifacts. It is unfortunate
that the site could not be properly excavated given the uniqueness of the site..
Archaeologists excavating the site suggested that this was one of the most extensive
excavations of an Overseas Chinese community to date (Voss 2003:5). The overriding
problem with the materials recovered from the excavation is that because the project was
so rushed there are considerable problems with the provenance of many of the materials
recovered. The materials recovered are clearly associated with the former Market Street
Chinatown but their specific association is quite poor. If the site was excavated prior to
construction taking place it is likely that the issues in provenience and context would not
exist, thus strengthening a great deal of the conclusions about artifacts and artifact types
that were made.
Ignoring the artifacts of early Chinese Americans is sadly a continuation of the
discrimination against the people forced from their homes 100 years before by an arson
fire. The people of Market Street Chinatown lived on the margins of American society,
forced there by anti-Chinese racism. They were forced to move and create their homes
all over again when someone started an arson fire in their community. This
disenfranchisement only continued as part of this construction project. Besides some
scattered historic records, the material remains are all that is left of the lives of these
Chinese pioneers. The materials recovered can still tell their story alongside historic
records.
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CHAPTER 3
CHINESE FOODWAYS FROM CHINA TO THE UNITED STATES
The study of food and foodways can offer insight into a wide range of human
behavior and cultures. Most anthropological studies of food focus on the social aspect of
food, creating a caricature of the first collective meal being eaten over the fire by a group
of hungry Home erectus. But food and the development of foodways is a unique journey
and story within every culture.
According to Jack Goody, the expansion and development of a culture of cuisine
is related to the development of the state and emergence of a class structure. Cuisine
refers to a cooking practice specific to a region, ethnicity or class. For Goody, time depth
is central to developing a distinctive cuisine, thus places with particularly long periods of
occupation such as China, Western Europe and the Middle East, developed particularly
varied cuisine. (Goody 1982:10). On a broader scale, China has been quite stable in
comparison to many other parts of the world, it has not been colonized nor has vast
portions of its territory been conquered through warfare or been settled by large scale
immigration. The result of this continuity is that the country has developed a particularly
distinctive cuisine (Figure 6). This is not to say that China is a homogenous culinary
culture; certainly, there are many regional differences to be found, but there are broad
boundaries that encompass those differences including the usage of rice as a staple starch
or a preference for pork, which will be discussed below.
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Figure 6: Kitchen Scene from Han tomb at Ta-hu-t'ing (Chang 1977:145)

Still, some of the differences in food consumption and preference between the
regions and classes of imperial China help explain the persistence of certain foods in the
diet as the Chinese immigrated to the United States. A starting point for this discussion is
the preferences for consuming particular animals; the study of food in China also leads to
a broader discussion of Chinese feasting as well as an exploration of the continuity of
both everyday and ceremonial food habits among the Chinese in the United States.
The first known animal domestication in China was pig and dog around 7000
years ago (Coe 2009:72). The environment of southern China is an ideal environment for
raising pigs (Harris 1997:pg). Since the pigs’ introduction to China, pork has been the
primary meat consumed and it continues to be the case today. Pork is the most widely
popular meat in traditional Chinese diets. The pig, due to its ease of domestication, offers
not just a portion of its body for consumption but the entire thing. The Chinese are said
to eat the pig “from nose to tail”, making the pig a vital part of any diet in China (Coe
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2009:81). It is important to note that the consumption of every element of a pig is not
unique to China and pig's feet and headcheese are common European dishes as well. The
Chinese however integrated the elements of the pig into their cuisine in a unique way.
Beef and mutton are eaten in China but rarely and in small amounts. Cow and
oxen were primarily used as draft animals for growing grains in pre-industrial China and
were rarely consumed. In the Zhang and Zhou Dynasties, beef was considered a high
status meat and was most commonly used as a sacrificial meat, a tradition that continued
through the Han Dynasty (Coe 2009:81). Mutton is a fairly common staple in Northern
China where people raise sheep and goats. The use of sheep for food in Southern China
is, however, uncommon.
Birds of various species were first domesticated in China around 5500 BCE, when
chickens became common additions, even in poor farmyards (Coe 2009:81). Like pork,
chicken is a staple across much of China and knows little regional or class distinction.
Geese and ducks, both domesticated and wild, were considered good fare, like chicken,
and were eaten by all classes and in all regions. Wild duck prepared in a soup was
considered to be beneficial to an individual's health (Chang 1976:101). Pigeon was eaten
in small amounts and was considered in some regions of China to be even more nutritious
than chicken.
Various classes commonly consumed amphibians and reptiles, specifically frogs
and turtles, though turtle was consumed primarily in Southern China. Snakes were also
more common to southern Chinese cooking and were referred to in the literature and
colloquially as “brushwood eels” (Anderson 1988:70). Snakes were and continue today
to be considered a form of traditional medicine. They are believed to have healing
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properties and are eaten alone as a meat, similar to the white meat of chicken (Anderson
1988:147). Frogs, often referred to as “patty chicken”, were also consumed throughout
China (Anderson 1988:251).
The foods discussed above were common fare for the everyday person of China,
not necessarily meant to distinguish class or status but as staple food products eaten on an
everyday basis. There were certain foods however, that distinguished rich from poor as
well as imperial from common. These foods were often incorporated into feasts and
feasting traditions occurring throughout Chinese history.
Humans have had a long tradition of using food as a status indicator. In some
cases it could be marked by mere access to certain foods, but many times food is used to
indicate one's status through its conspicuous consumption in the form of feasts (Dietler
and Hayden 2001a). A tradition of feasting arose early in China and continued through
the dynasties to the most recent Qing dynasty. Despite the people of the countryside
experiencing drought, famine civil strife and poverty, the emperors and elite of the Qing
government were able to maintain their extravagant lifestyles. The emperor and
members of the elite classes were afforded the luxuries of imperial feasts. Emperors of
the Qing dynasty took great delight in the flourishing of culinary arts within the court
(Chung:1965:373). The court customarily gave imperial banquets, inviting the elite of
the time. Banquets were held by the imperial family as well as by the wealthy upper
classes throughout China. Extravagant meals were served at these occasions, attempting
to show to guests the wealth and prestige of the host family, “cooking became more
elaborate and more expensive ingredients were used. Bears’ paw, camels’ hump and
apes’ lips, and other exotica are reported in the old literature and at least the first two
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were eaten in recent times at the imperial court” (Anderson 1988:178). While it is always
a challenge to understand how such exotic meals were perceived by guests, repeated
feasting on the part of the Chinese nobility strongly suggest that, at a minimum, it was a
popular form of entertainment and quite possibly the meals did serve to symbolically
reinforce the position of the elite within Chinese society.
The elaborate banquets hosted by imperial and wealthy families were more than
an exploration of the culinary arts, they were meant to display prominence and wealth
(Figure 7). The inclusion of exotic animals including panther, ape, camel and bear “were
used not for their taste or their curiosity value, but for their status marking and occasionmarking functions. Because they are rare and expensive and conspicuous, they carry the
message: This is not just an ordinary feast; we have done something truly special”
(Chang 1977:373). Feasting tradition is a common practice throughout the world,
different cultures prize different foods to demonstrate status. In the case of China we see
things like bear paw as particularly compelling symbols of status/power but it is only in
the upper statuses of Imperial China that feasts included the specific combination of
exotica mentioned above.
Feasting was not just an internal cultural practice, foreign traders in the ports were
sometimes invited to these imperial feasts, most likely with the intent of displaying
imperial wealth to foreign nations. The disconnect between wealthy citizens of China
eating such exotic foods while peasants were starving from widespread drought and
famine almost certainly contributed to a feeling of separation and restlessness among the
poor.
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Figure 7: Chinese View of Imperial Feasts in the Han Dynasty (Chang 1977:147)
In stratified systems, emulation of the wealthy is common practice, it is done in
hopes of moving into a different social position or at least to convey the impression as
being one of the elite. As noted, feasting was common among the upper wealthy stratum
of China. Part of what often occurred was one group attempting to mimic the dining
behaviors of their social superiors. One example of this practice and of particular
relevance for this thesis was the use of bear paws in dining. I have noted that they were
part of the feasts of the elite; yet bear paws were also the first pricy and exotic food that
was bumped from a feast making a feast no longer elite but second class (Chang
1976:277).
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Chinese food cultures transferred in some way to the United States through the
immigrating populations in the 19th century. The preferences outlined above was what
the Chinese immigrants moving the United States knew and understood. When
immigration began in the 1850s, the Chinese brought thousands of years of food history
to their new home. Included in this food culture were ideas of what constituted everyday
food what was an elite food as well as what was considered “not food”.
In many ways the food cultures brought from China to the United States was
similar to the everyday foods of the common person. These foods included a preference
for pork, chicken and seafood though it was uncommon to consume beef and mutton.
Yet food was also a way to maintain a cultural distance. The perpetuation of Chinese
identity was linked to the importing of foods to California from China including bean
curd, bamboo shoots, sweetmeats, birds’ nests and fish fins among many other things
(Longenecker and Stapp 1993:104). The perceived continuation of many aspects of a
traditional Chinese diet in the United States was one of many factors that perpetuate the
idea that the Chinese simply picked up their culture and settled it aspect for aspect in the
United States. There were, however, many differences between a Chinese diet in China
and that of the Market Street Chinatown residents, which will be explored in chapters 5
and 6. Perceiving Chinese immigration as culturally transferable is not a recent
archaeological concept but was shared by the naturalized American community in the
United States in the 19th century as well.
In the first decade of Chinese immigration to the United States, Euro-American
settlers in California, particularly those who lived in San Francisco, welcomed the influx
of Chinese foodways into the city. Chinese restaurants were well attended by upper and
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middle class customers who appreciated the food and reveled in the experience (Coe
2009:14). It was not until the 1860s and the beginnings of the anti-Chinese movements
in the US did these restaurants begin feeling the discrimination towards all things
Chinese. Chinese food became not an exotic cultural experience but something that
should be shunned and avoided at all costs by the “refined” Euro-American community.
Part of the propaganda from this time period, which spans the 1860s through the
1890s, spurred the development of stereotypes surrounding Overseas Chinese peoples
and their food. Since Chinese cuisine is so foreign to Euro-American peoples, it was a
ready symbol for people to focus upon as anti-Chinese sentiments grew. Sometimes this
took the form of avoiding restaurants but it also became fuel as well. Animals that
Europeans would not consider to be food, such as rats and cats, were not uncommon food
sources among the Chinese immigrant communities in the United States.
The practice of eating such animals was used by Euro-Americans to justify to
anti-Chinese racism. By eating animals that Euro Americans did not consider to be
“food” Chinese immigrants inadvertently provided additional justification to be dehumanized by white U.S. citizens. For many years Euro-American laborers claimed that
the Chinese diet of “rice and rats” was evidence of their low standards of living (Lee
2003:26). They used this “evidence” as a means of excluding Chinese laborers from
working, and it worked. The eating of these animals and certain foods was a practice that
was blown out of proportion and used as an excuse for discrimination among the Chinese
in California. Anti-Chinese flyers and information was widely distributed among people
all across the Western US expounding these overblown stereotypes (Figure 8). Chinese
food was eventually believed to be an affront to American culture and was seen by Euro-
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Americans as one more reason to discriminate against the Chinese and push them to the
boundaries of communities and cities, including San Jose.

Figure 8: Anti-Chinese Advertisement for Rat Poison with Slogan "They Must
Go"(http://thesocietypages.org)
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY
Field Procedures
Despite being hired to conduct archaeological data recovery, the reality of the
project was that ARS had minimal control over the recovery of materials. Once the
construction of the foundations of the two buildings began, archaeologists were on hand
to flag features that were unearthed. Construction began at 6 am each day and an
archaeologist was assigned to each area of the construction site that was being dug
(Michaels 2003:18). Once a feature was exposed by a backhoe, the archaeologist would
flag the area and the machine would move to another area of the site to continue work.
The construction crew would finish work at 2 pm each day, at which time the
archaeologists would go back and excavate the features they had flagged earlier that day
(Michaels 2003:18).
The excavation of the features after the end of the construction day was one of the
only opportunities for systematic archaeological work to be done and even then they had
time constraints. The soil excavated from the features was placed in buckets and
screened at ARS’s lab in Novato, CA. Novato is approximately a one and half hour drive
from downtown San José. Such a system is clearly not optimal for an archaeological
project and as could be expected in such a rushed project, problems did appear.
One such issue was the numbering system that ARS used when they were
excavating and identifying features. The site was divided into two areas that were given
different identification numbers. The south part of the site was 85- 31, which denoted
ARS’s 31st project in 1985, and the north side was categorized as 86-36, which was
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ARS’s 36th project in 1986 (Michaels 2003:18). There was also a smaller excavation in
1988, after the initial construction, which is categorized as 88-91. Individual features
were then assigned a feature number after the site identification number. For example,
the feature I studied is feature 86-36/5, the fifth feature identified in project 86-36. The
number divisions of the site and the feature being analyzed for this thesis are highlighted
below (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Excavation Map of Market Street Chinatown (Kane 2012)
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One problem that arose was with the division of the two halves of the site. Some
features were assigned numbers from both halves because they were effectively on the
border between the northern and southern portion of the site (Michaels 2003:18). This
numbering system caused later confusion with the determination of the context of
artifacts found in certain features. A second problem was that multiple features were
occasionally assigned the same feature number. For example, there are two feature 5s
assigned to 86-36 and one assigned to 85-31; unfortunately, many of these artifacts were
intermingled. Due to this confusion, much of the original site context has been lost and
must be constructed through the analysis of site reports and notebooks.
After two years of monitoring and excavation, the post field processing and
analysis was started. Prior to analysis, the artifacts were sorted into artifact types and
placed in bags and cardboard boxes in preparation for storage. Before analysis, the
collection changed ownership and location many times before finding their current home
at Stanford University.
In 1987 approximately 500 boxes of artifacts came to the AS lab in Novato CA.
Once in the lab, the processing began. Artifacts were sorted into artifact types, cleaned
and a basic catalog was created of all the artifacts. This catalog was hand written and
included only basic counts and weights of large bags of artifacts. Individual artifacts
were not identified or analyzed. At the end of the project the artifacts were returned by
ARS to the San José Redevelopment Agency, as their sponsoring agency, and were
placed into storage (Voss 2003:5). The 500 boxes of artifacts were placed into a
warehouse owned by the San José Redevelopment Agency, where they remained for the
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next 12 years. Once in this warehouse, the collection was inaccessible to the public or
anyone not involved with the project.
While the artifacts were in storage, two private contract firms were contracted by
the City of San José and the San José History Museum to inventory the Market Street
collection. ARS was brought back on to the project in addition to another firm, Basin
Research Inc. The scope of this portion of the project was not only to inventory the
Market Street collection but to compile information learned from archaeological
materials recovered as part of the downtown redevelopment. Since historic and
prehistoric archaeological remains had been recovered from other downtown construction
projects, the city of San José was interested in adding this project to the existing data,
ARS and Basin Research, Inc. produced a more detailed inventory of the Market Street
artifacts but were not scoped to conduct a detailed analysis of the collection. The second
stage of work and the modified inventory of the collection helped with the maintenance
of the collection but still did not provide a detailed analysis of the artifacts or any
meaningful interpretation (Voss 2003:5). However, the reports written by these two
companies did provide a rich historic context for the surrounding downtown area.
After multiple inventories and 12 years in storage, the artifacts were transferred
from the San José Redevelopment Agency warehouse storage to History San José in
2000. History San José is government funded historical organization that sponsors the
collection and management of historical artifacts from San José and Santa Clara County.
Their extensive collection center houses ancient, historic and modern historic material
from the San José area and the surrounding region. History San José also sponsors public
history events at their history park. The historic park displays the history of San José
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with the help of their 19 partnering organizations to exemplify [highlight?] the different
cultural groups that make up the San José and Silicon Valley area
(www.historysanjose.com). Due to their impact on the community and storage abilities,
the collection was transferred to History San José.
Once the collection was transferred to History San José, interest in the artifacts
grew as it became clear that it was an extremely large and meaningful collection. At this
time, several individuals and organizations became involved in the project. The Chinese
Historical Cultural Project (CHCP), a local organization, became aware of the artifacts in
storage and initiated the process of organizing them. The CHCP and History San José
partnered with Rebecca Allen at Past Forward Inc., a local archaeological cultural
resources firm.
The Chinese Historical Cultural Project is a local historical society that
specializes in exploring and understanding the Chinese American experience in San Jose
and the Santa Clara County. They sponsor local public history events and support history
in the local community. The individuals involved in CHCP are part of the Chinese
American community in San Jose and a few members of the board can trace their
heritage to Market Street Chinatown. Because of this history and connection to this
project, and the obvious importance of the collection for research purposes, the members
of CHCP pushed for the analysis of the collection.
As part of the process of assessing the research value of the collection, History
San José, the CHCP and Rebecca Allen at Past Forward, Inc. in consultation with Dr.
Barbara Voss of Stanford University conducted a collection evaluation in 2002. Dr.
Voss was brought into the project in an attempt to have an academic analysis of the
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collection. With the collaboration of a university professor, the collection could be
analyzed by academics and by students as part of coursework. With this partnership, the
collection could be analyzed at much less cost than contracting a private firm to do the
work. History San José provided the grant funding for the initial analysis of the project.
The collaboration between a publicly funded organization, a private company and a
private university is a unique, collaborative partnership that has worked well and
continues to work well for the analysis of the collection.
The collaboration began as a pilot project with a few boxes being transferred from
History San Jose to Stanford University. The transferred boxes underwent analysis by
students in a lab class run by Dr. Voss. The class began by analyzing a selection of
ceramic artifacts. This pilot project resulted in numerous student projects and papers that
hinted at the research potential of the collection. These first student papers focused on
questions of food preference (based on ceramic vessels), opium consumption and gaming
among Market Street residents. After the success of the pilot study, a larger portion of
the collection was transferred, specifically the entire portion of the site labeled 85-31.
For several months, students inventoried and studied the remaining collection that
was still being held at History San José. After the initial pilot project it was clear that this
project and collaboration should continue. Therefore, in November 2002 it was decided
that the entire collection should be transferred to Stanford University for analysis. The
research and interpretive value of the collection to this day is being discovered by Dr.
Voss and by many undergraduate, masters and PhD students, including myself.
The pilot projects followed what is the oftentimes common procedure of focusing
on the stereotypical artifacts found at Chinatown, notably opium and gaming. For years
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after the transfer of the collection, students did analyses of individual artifacts and artifact
types for lab projects. Chinatowns throughout the West have long been associated, both
at the time of their habitation in the late 19th century and today, with the consumption of
opium and playing of gambling games. They were thought to be places of drugs and
depravation and with archaeologists studying only these artifacts they are only continuing
this stereotype. When archaeologists study artifacts stereotypically associated with the
Chinese that have a place in the historical record they are almost suggesting to the public
that has access to these studies that those are the primary artifacts found in the collection.
Rather, the opium and gaming related artifacts are by far the minority of artifacts found in
that collection.
Analysis of other artifact types began as the years of analysis progressed, moving
onto other ceramics and glass but the project continued to overlook the extensive
collection of bones. Much had been learned and interpreted about the food culture of
Market Street from the ceramic and glass containers recovered, many of which remained
whole. Despite being transferred and moved several times, the collection still contained
many whole vessels that gave insights into the food habits of the inhabitants. Knowing
the food habits can tell about the lives of the Market Street inhabitants in much the same
way as other artifacts like opium pipes and gaming pieces. With the study of the food
remains and bone remains, a picture of the daily life of inhabitants can be pieced together
outside of the stereotypical view of Chinese Americans on the West coast in the 19th
century. The analysis of different artifact types including bone and metal continues,
adding another perspective to the Market Street inhabitants and their lives.
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Lab Procedures
In November 2010, eight boxes of faunal materials were shipped from the storage
center at Stanford University to Dr. Mark Warner and the author at the University of
Idaho. These eight boxes contained excavated faunal materials from feature 5 of the 8636 portion of the site. With the bones was a summary sheet of the entire feature.
Included in this summary was an outline of other artifacts found in this feature including
mostly ceramics, metal fragments and glass. In December 2011, another box of feature 5
bones was discovered in storage at Stanford University and sent in a similar fashion to
the previous eight boxes. Identification and analysis of these nine boxes of bones began
in December of 2010.
The boxes contained a minimum of three bags of bones randomly assorted and
assigned catalog numbers. The nine boxes of bones were broken up into catalog
numbers assigned by ARS based loosely on levels excavated. Some levels were assigned
several catalog numbers while others were only assigned one (Table 1). As part of the
curation process of the project, the bones were all given new bags. As a result, the nine
original boxes expanded into 14, which have now been returned Stanford University.
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Catalog # Level
Box #
1822
6
2013, 2014, 2015
1823
4
2016
1824
Surface
2016
1825
Dozer Spill
2016
1826
8
2017, 2018, 2020
1827
7
2019
1828
Surface
2019
1829
6
2019
1830
Unprovenienced 2019
1831
1A
2019
1832
3
2019
1833
Upper Strata
2019
1834
Unprovenienced 2019
1835
1
2019
1837
Unprovenienced 2019
1839
6
2019
1840
6
2019
1894
8
Table 1: Stanford Box Cataloging System Outline

Analysis of the faunal remains began with the identification, cataloging and
entering of identified specimen information into a Microsoft Access 2010 database. The
boxes were analyzed by catalog number, with one box at a time being analyzed and
cataloged. No more than one catalog number was open and on the table at a time in order
prevent inadvertent mixing of materials. Each bone was identified and assigned a lab
catalog number (LC#) and the information gleaned from the bone was entered into the
database. The database was created and modified specifically for this project and
contained categories of information based on common faunal analysis.
The database categories are designed to capture all available information for each
bone in the collection. The database first collects information about the animal species,
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beginning broadly with animal class, moving to size category and species. Then, element
identification and element specifics follow. These specifics record whether the bone is
whole or fragmented, the side, size, whether it has been butchered, how it was butchered,
if it was modified, had trauma inflicted and what meat cut is present. Following these
details is the count and weight of each bone. As appropriate, comments were also
included. Comments made would address information not mentioned in the above
categories such as cross mends or distinctive features. Each category is meant to
distinguish each bone from the other and make further analysis efficient by performing
queries within the database based on these distinctions.
Though each bone was identified individually, bones of the same species and
classification from a particular level were given the same bag and LC#. If there is no
distinction between two bones from a particular level they were assigned the same bag
and LC#. An example of this practice would be giving unidentified medium mammal
bones a single LC#. The count and weight of bones in each bag was recorded within the
database. All of the bones were re-bagged in 4-millimeter bags. Each bag was labeled at
the top with the project name, abbreviated from Market Street Chinatown to MSC.
Following this was the site number designation 86-36, feature 5 and the Stanford catalog
number of the box it came in. The date of excavation was also included followed by the
LC# assigned. Finally, the designation of “Faunal” was added at the bottom for quick
identification.. In addition to the label outside the bag, a small paper label was included
inside the bag with all of this information plus count and weight for each bone.
Identification of species and element of each bone was done through the
comparative collection and faunal identification manuals available in the faunal lab in
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Phinney Hall at the University of Idaho. The lab has approximately 300 comparative
skeletons of mammals, aves, fish and reptiles. For the purposes of the identification of
the feature 5 collection the pig (Sus scrofa), cow (Bos taurus), sheep (Ovis aries), goat
(Capra hircus), dog (Canis familiaris), cat (Felis catus), rat (Rattus rattus), rabbit (Lepus
sp.) and squirrel (Sciurus sp.) were the primary mammalian species utilized. The chicken
(Gallus gallus), duck (Agatha sp.) and goose (Anser sp.) bird specimens were also
utilized. Turtle (Pseudemys floridana) was the only reptilian specimen available. The
remaining species of bear, pigeon, frog and snake were identified through the use of bone
identification manuals and literature.
The bone manuals available in the lab helped in identifying species without a
physical comparative specimen. The primary manuals utilized for mammalian
identification were Olson (1990), Hillson (2001) and Hillson (2005). Bird species were
identified with the aid of Cohen and Serjentson (1996). Since the only reptilian
specimen in the collection was a single turtle species, the reptilian species were primarily
identified through the use of Sobolik and Steele (1996).
The fish bones in the collection were not analyzed as part of this study due to the
scope of the project and the lack of an appropriate comparative collection. Idaho’s
comparative collection includes a very small number of comparative skeletons –which
were utilized to identify the presence of fish. Wheeler and Jones (1989) also helped in
the identification of fish remains. A sample of 300 vertebrae was first sent to Dr. Ken
Gobalet of the biology department at California State University Bakersfield. He
returned the sample with a list of identified fish and possible identifications. He
identified many species from Northern and Southern California and also several species
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that were possibly from Asia (Table 13 discussed in chapter 5). He also did not have the
appropriate comparative collection to produce species identifications for the Asian
species. The fish remains from feature 5 were then returned to Stanford for use in an
exhibit on the Market Street Chinatown.
When specimens could not be identified to species using comparative specimens
and manuals, they could commonly be identified to genus, with the notable exception of
sheep and goats. The morphological overlap between sheep and goat bones allows for
limited identification to species. The identified sheep/goat bones in the collection are
therefore categorized as Caprinae and referred to colloquially as sheep/goat. Caprinae
specimens were identified distinctly from other medium mammals by morphology and
size.
Elements that lacked distinguishable characteristics were categorized by family
and size gradient. These unidentified specimens were first separated into mammal, bird
and reptile categories based on physical characteristics. Mammalian remains were then
separated into three size gradients including small, medium, and large mammal. The
small mammal designation would be analogous to a cat, the medium mammal
designation would be analgous to a pig or a sheep and large mammal designation would
refer to cow sized animals. Once separated into size gradients they were further
separated by element (if possible) and the presence of bone modification such as
butchering or burning. The unidentified bird and reptile bones were separated and then
categorized based on element, butchering and burning but were not separated based on
size gradient. Unidentifiable elements that were smaller than 1/8th square inches were not
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counted among the unidentifiable remains but were included in the unidentified bags for
possible future research.
Identification and cataloging was completed in December 2011 at which time,
number of identified specimens (NISP), minimum number of individuals (MNI) and
biomass computations were calculated for the feature. NISP is used by zooarchaeologists
to show the total number of bones in the collection. The limitation of using NISP totals
alone is that the number does not take into account the size or type of bone represented
but is simply a gross count of species representation. Thus, a rabbit NISP of 60 elements
superficially implies heavy consumption of rabbit but ignores the differences in species
size. Simply put, a few hams would provide much more meat than the rabbit despite
having a much lower NISP total. Conversely, MNI indicates the minimum number of
individuals representing a species within the collection. MNI is calculated using NISP,
element, side, age and fragment size. Both NISP and MNI are utilized in this study to
alleviate the biases of both in a zooarchaeological study. A particular concern with MNI
figures is that they commonly do not represent the reality of meat consumption in
historical contexts since people typically purchase and consume selected portions of a
cow or pig, rather than the entire animal (Warner 2001). Biomass totals were calculated
to provide an approximation of the meat available based on bone weight. Totals were
calculated using the formula outline in Reitz and Wing 1999. Overall, the primary
objective was to analyze the faunal remains using standard zooarchaeological procedures.
The goal being to provide a data set that allows for a detailed understanding of the
Market Street assemblage and that is also useful for comparative purposes for other
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scholars. As for curation, the protocols that were followed were those identified by
Stanford University.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The analysis of feature 5 will first discuss the collection by species. The species
in the collection each show particular aspects of Chinese foodways, animal husbandry
and what happened to the bones post-depositionally. I will first examine the collection as
a whole considering all of the species and calculations including MNI, NISP, weight and
biomass to address broader patterns that were identified. I will then discuss each species
and what the remains suggest about Chinese food habits.
The Overall Assemblage
Feature 86-36/5 consisted of 17,599 mammal, bird, amphibian and reptile bones.
As discussed in chapter 4, there were 2867 fish and shell remains as well, though those
bones were not analyzed as part of this thesis, they will be discussed further later in this
chapter. Of those 17,599 bones, 5,150 (30%) were identifiable while 12,463 (70%) were
unidentified to species due to fragmentation and wear. Of the identified elements,
mammalian remains total 3,853 (75%), avian 1,241 bones (24%) and reptilian and
amphibian at 110 (1%). A total of 18 taxa were identified in the feature. (Table 2).
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Identified Taxa
Mammals
Bos taurus (cow)
Caprinae (sheep/goat)
Canis familiaris (dog)
Felis catus (cat)
Lepus/Sylvilagus (rabbit)
Mus (mouse)
Rodentia (rodent)
Rattus norvegicus (rat)
Sus scrofa (pig)
Sciuridae (squirrel)
Ursidae (bear)
Aves
Anas (domestic duck)
Anser (goose)
Columbia livia (pigeon, rock dove)
Gallus gallus (chicken)
Reptilia
Testudines (turtle)
Serpentes (snake)
Amphibians
Rana (frog)
Rana catesbeiana (bull frog)
Table 2: Summary of Identified Species
Of the 5150 identified specimens, 4842 (94%) were identifiable to species and
include mostly Sus scrofa (pig), Rattus norvegicus (rat) and Gallus gallus (chicken). 308
(6%) specimens were only identified to genus, including Anas (duck), Anser (goose),
Rana (frog), Testudines (turtle) and Ursidae (bear) and remain unidentified to species due
to lack of diagnostic features and limitations of a comparative collection.
The 3,853 mammalian remains can be loosely characterized as consisting of large,
medium and small mammals (Table 3).

In examining the mammalian remains, two

points stand out; first, the extent that pig bones dominate the assemblage and second, the
somewhat surprising volume of rat bones. To some degree the volume of pork is to be
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expected – the reasons for which will be discussed at length in chapter 6. One can
reasonably expect to find rodent bones in almost every urban assemblage, but the volume
of rat bones in feature 5 is considerable.

Species
Mammal
Bear
Cat
Cow
Dog
Pig
Rabbit
Rat
Rodent
Sheep/Goat
Squirrel

NISP

MNI

Weight(g)

Biomass(kg)

22
124
53
2
2195
23
1409
9
10
2

1
6
2
1
44
2
65
2
1
1

92.8
100.8
3954.4
8.0
16903.8
30.0
309.5
1.1
92.0
1.4

1.55
1.67
45.43
0.17
167.95
0.56
4.56
0.02
1.53
0.03

Aves
Chicken
Duck
Goose
Pigeon

1078
161
1
19

47
9
1
8

813.5
128.9
3.1
9.9

9.09
1.69
0.05
0.16

Amphibian
Bull Frog
Frog/Toad

1
3

1
1

0.2
0.5

4
102

1
2

0.1
102.1

Reptile
Snake
Turtle
Total

5150
198
22552.4
Table 3: NISP, MNI, Weight and Biomass Summary

0.001k
kg
234.83kg
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Four avian taxa were identified in feature 5 including domestic chicken, duck,
goose and pigeon. The chicken represents the third most numerous species identified in
the collection with 1,078 identified specimens representing 20% of the identified taxa.
Duck, a prominent part of a traditional Chinese diet, is represented in feature 5 by 161
specimens (3% of the identified taxa). Ninteen bones or 0.3% of the collection
represented pigeon, which represents a regional Chinese delicacy and poultry preference.
A single goose bone was also recovered
Reptilian and amphibian specimens comprise only 1% of the collection but still
represent a significant variety in the food preferences of the Market Street inhabitants.
The majority of the reptilian remains identified were turtle at 102 or 0.9% of the
identified taxa. Those remains are primarily fragments of shell, resulting in a NISP of
one. A single bullfrog element was identified while three other frog specimens were
identified to species. Four snake elements were also recovered.
The unidentified taxa in the collection represent 70% of the total bone cataloged
from feature 5 consisting of 12,463 bone fragments (Table 4). Although a large
percentage of the collection is unidentified, significant questions can still be asked of the
unidentified specimens. Unidentified elements will be considered in their own category
throughout the analysis of feature 5. Unidentified elements will are important to the
analysis when discussing animals in the same size categories. The unidentified birds
were placed into a category of unidentified bird. Many of the unidentified bird bones
consisted of long bone or sternum fragments.
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Specimen
Unidentified Large Mammal
Unidentified Medium Mammal
Unidentified Small Mammal
Unidentified Bird
Unidentified Mammal
Unidentified Bone

NISP
131
2371
233
3888
5797
14

Weight
3044.3g
7181.0g
64.6g
1597.7g
6952.6g

Total
12400
Table 4: Unidentified Spectrum of Bone Count and Weight

Table 5 shows the identified and unidentified elements from the entire feature
organized by catalog number. This table effectively shows the extent of the provenience
information available from the excavation. It provides some insight into the spatial
pattering of the bones of Market Street within feature 5 which will be discussed further in
Chapter 6.

817
5
102

Chicken

Cow

Duck

222
60

966
10
1
1
6
1
2
9
562
44
832
40
2015
5
7
5499

Pig

Pigeon

Rabbit

Rodent

Sheep/Goat

Snake

Squirrel

Turtle

Unid. Rat

Unid. Lg Mam

Unid Med
Mam
Unid. Sm Mam

Unid Bird

Table 5: NISP of Species, Catalog Number and Level

Unid Mammal

Unid Bone
Total

6
1248

208

502

13

40

9

2

4

3

Mouse

Goose
136

3

1

29

2

311

74

114

8

25

2

9

1

44

6

6

20

1

67

1

4

1

229

74

8

59

9

2

1
6808

4353

317

66

915

24

306

43

2

21

5

551

32

30

119

17

17

8
1826

1

7
1827

1

Surf
1828

1

6
1829

3

3

3

1830

13

1

1A
1831

1

7

6
7

6

62

31

5

1

11

3

4

1

87

45

13

10

5

744

270

237

17

82

7

32

11

1

3

48

2

43

1

3
1832

247

6

53

5

41

12

26

3

88

2

1

8

2

1833

301

170

59

5

26

3

14

21

1

1

1

1834

472

260

69

6

39

1

28

8

3

39

2

10

7

1
1835

1

4

3

1837

6

6
1839

177

155

4

3

2

1

4

22

10

1

5

250

130

33

2

19

8

6

19

2

2

24

5

6
1840

9

3

13

1

8
1894

452

23

56

1

376

16

1

190

2

73

Cat

1825

Frog/Toad

1
2

Bull Frog
Canid

Surf
1824

1

1

Bear

4
1823

Frog

6
1822

Level
Catalog #

14
17599

5789

3888

233

2345

131

1409

102

2

4

10

9

23

19

2196

3

1

2

1

161

53

1060

124

1
2

22

Total
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Mammals
The analysis of mammals in feature 5 begins with the large and medium
mammals and will then branch out to the small mammals. The focus of the assemblage
will be the animals used as a food source.. This collection however, shows that while
Western culture considers the pig, cow and sheep/goat to be food this analysis also shows
that small mammals can also be utilized as food.

Provenience

Pig

Weight

Biomass

Caprine

Weight

Biomass

Cow

Weight

Biomass

1822

966

6765.5g

73.66kg

6

37.4g

0.68kg

5

431.1g

6.18kg

1823
1824

136
44

1041.0g
724.1g

18.92kg
9.85kg

2

1.0g

0.02kg

1
6

54.4g
435.8g

0.96kg
6.24kg

1825

67

1195.5g

15.48kg

1

220.8g

3.38kg

1826

551

5781.1g

76.88kg

2

53.6g

0.94kg

30

1595.6g

20.07kg

1828
1829

1

0.4g

0.011kg

1830

3

5.2g

0.11kg

1831

13

72.5g

1.24kg

1832

48

159.3g

2.52kg

1833
1834

88
21

294.0g
44.1g

4.38kg
0.79kg

1

40.1g

0.72kg

1835

39

222.4g

3.40kg

1837

4

8.5g

0.18kg

4

902.8g

12.02kg

1839
1840

6
19

213.3g
96.2g

3.28kg
1.60kg

2

106.8g

1.76kg

1894

190

280.6g

4.20kg

3

167g

2.63kg

Total

2195

16903.8g

167.95kg

53

3954.4g

45.43kg

1827

10

92g

1.53kg

Table 6: Large and Medium Mammal Counts, Weights and Biomass
Pig (Sus scrofa)
The pig remains are overwhelmingly the most commonly identified species in the
collection. They are also the only species that is represented in every level. The density
of pig bones is not surprising given the importance of pork within traditional Chinese
diet. The collection contains 2195 pig bones or 43% of the identified collection and 12%
of the entire collection. Not only was there a large NISP for pig elements but there was a
MNI of 44 for the collection based left femurs. The bone weight for the pig remains was
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16903.8g which translates into an approximate biomass of 167.95 kg or 370.5 lbs. The
massive amount of pig bone demonstrates the importance of pork in the diet of Market
Street residents. The bones shed light on food acquisition, animal husbandry, meat
preferences of the Chinese community as well as disease within the pig population and its
implications.
Six hundred and seventy four of the 2195 pig bones exhibited some signs of
butchery (Table 7). The chop marks were made with a cleaver, which, unlike EuroAmerican assemblages, is the most common butchery tool in Chinese collections. The
small number of sawn bones is somewhat surprising, though considering the thickness of
many of the bones chopped with the cleaver it is not unthinkable. Thick longbones
including femurs, humerii and innominates were chopped with the cleaver. Forty four
pig specimens showed at least some signs of being burnt; 13 were burnt black, 7 burnt
white, 20 slightly burnt and 4 were possibly burnt.

Butcher Mark
Chop
Cut
Chop and Cut
Sawn
Sawn and Cut
Sawn and Chop
Total

Number Identified
460
93
64
40
15
2
674

Table 7: Pig Bone Butchery Pattern
The frequent use of a cleaver to butcher bones is one sign that indicates the people
in living in Market Street were processing their own meat. But there are other aspects of
the pig remains that also indicate distinct food habits, specifically the body part
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representation, the age of the animals identified in the assemblage and the presence of pig
bones that showed evidence of disease. All three points will be discussed momentarily.
Before proceeding with a discussion of the pig assemblage, I want to make clear
some of the assumptions I am working with. Table 8 presents a summary of both the pig
and medium mammal elements that were identified. For this analysis I am assuming the
medium mammal bones are pig bones. The rationale for doing this is based first on the
extraordinarily small number caprine remains identified (n=10), and, second, on the fact
that my identification protocol was fairly conservative. Bones such as ribs are not
diagnostic to species, thus they were identified as medium mammal, further with pig
bones outnumbering caprine bones at a rate of more than 200 to 1, I believe it is
reasonable to infer that the medium mammal bones are likely pig bones.
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Element
1st Tarsal
2nd and 3rd Carpal
3rd Carpal
4th Tarsal
Astragulus
Atlas
Axis
Calcaneus
Carpal- Unidentified
Caudal Vertebrae
Central and 4th Tarsal
Cervical Vertebrae
Cranium
Femur
Fibula
Humerus
Hyoid
Illium
Innominate
Intermediate Carpal
Ischium
Lumbar Vertebrae
Mandible with Teeth
Mandible without Teeth
Maxilla with Teeth
Maxilla without Teeth
Metacarpal
Metatarsal
Occipital
Patella
Phalange – Unidentified
Pubis
Radius
Rib
Sacrum
Scapula
Sternum
Tarsal/Carpal
Tarsal – Unidentified
Thoracic Vertebrae
Tibia
Tooth
Ulna
Ulnar Carpal
Unidentified Epiphyses
Unidentified Long Bone
Unidentified Vertebrae
Total

Pig
2
2
1
5
13

3
11

Medium Mammal

1
1
21
10
2
31

3
2
33
170
45
131
1
16
47
1
19
41
17
35
3
24
107
3
13
442
13
48
2
1
82
1
128
18
1
76
413
113
3
34
1
71
2195

131
246
16
13
2
4
72
10
58
2
6
18
11
7
3
4
8
522
116
6
6
74
16
2
31
3
39
101
492
2085

Total
2
2
1
6
14
21
10
5
11
31
3
133
279
186
45
143
3
20
119
1
29
58
43
23
35
21
24
118
10
16
446
13
56
554
1
198
7
128
24
75
92
415
144
6
73
102
492
4209

Table 8: Element Distribution of Pig and Medium Mammal
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The second point that I wish to re-emphasize is that by any measure used (NISP,
bone weight, biomass) it is absolutely certain that pork was the primary meat consumed.
To a considerable degree the fauna remains indicate consumption practices that are fairly
typical. A pig grows rapidly for roughly the first year of its life, but after that its growth
rate slows down considerably. A great deal of the pig elements were from animals that
were less than a year of age
The pig bones show an age of slaughter consistent with common husbandry
practices on site. What the age data shows is many animals butchered around one year of
age but also the presence of a moderate number of pigs of a range of ages. Seventy-six
mandible and maxilla with teeth were identified that provide evidence of the age of the
pigs at slaughter. The tooth eruption pattern shows that all of the mandibles and maxilla
that include teeth have the eruption pattern of individuals of approximately one year old,
meaning that there are no third molars erupted and present. (Hillson 2005:234; O’Connor
2000:85 and Reitz and Wing 1999:76). The third molar does not erupt until after the first
year and is not fully in place until the pig is approximately 1.5-2 years of age (Hillson
2005:234). Pigs are typically slaughtered at about one year of age, an age where their
growth slows relative to the amount of food they consume.
Further evidence for the age of slaughter being around one year old are the
epiphyseal fusions of long bones, specifically the humerus. Though the pigs were for the
most part fully grown, pig epiphyses do not fully fuse until they are 3.5-4 years old (Reitz
and Wing 1999:76). Different epiphyses will fuse at different times. For example, the
distal end of the humerus will fuse after one year but the proximal end will not fuse until
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3.5 years. Using this data to analyze the collection shows that though the pig age at
slaughter ranges, the majority were 1 to 3.5 years of age (Table 9). This, in combination
with the tooth eruption data, suggests that majority of the pigs were around one year old
at the time of slaughter.
Age

NISP

>1 Year

39

1-3.5 Years

90

<3.5 Years

2

Table 9: Pig Age at Slaughter Based on Epiphyses Fusion of Humerus

Looking beyond the evidence from the humerus, an additional aspect of the age of
the pigs is the presence of some animals on the extremes of the age range, namely the
presence of seven neonatal pig elements and 100 adult pig elements (meaning more than
3-4 years). The presence of neonatal bones strongly indicates the butchering or even
raising of pigs on site. Short of butchering a pregnant pig, it would be very unlikely to
acquire a fetal pig from a third party, the most plausible explanation is that the bones
came from a stillborn pig – something that one would only have if one were breeding and
raising some pigs on site. On the other age extreme, the presence many fully mature pig
elements would also suggest the Market Street residents were raising pigs. Pigs of that
age would have been fairly costly if they had just been raised for meat. A somewhat
broad spectrum of ages in the pig assemblage is a significant piece of evidence to argue
for on site animal husbandry as a source of the community pork.
The second line of evidence that indicates localized pig raising and slaughter is
the body part representation among the pig remains identified. Almost 75 percent of the
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identified elements were from the extremities of the animal (head, neck, and feet). The
presence of such a large number of these bones indicates that either they are acquiring an
extraordinarily large amount of really low quality meat or that they were processing pig
on site.
The third piece of evidence that suggests on site raising of pigs was the presence
of a number of pig bones that showed evidence of disease. Ten specimens in the
collection show signs of trauma, specifically disease or healed breaks. None of the pigs
in the collection were old enough to exhibit signs of arthritis. The healed break was from
an innominate bone. Animals that break bones or appear to be lame in some form are
generally immediately taken for slaughter. The fact that the break was healed suggests
some degree of individual care for the animal. There were also nine femurs, both right
and left, that have signs of disease on the distal, or knee joint. The type of bone trauma is
consistent with what appears to be a bacterial infection (Baker and Brothwell 1980:123126). All nine of these specimens were found in the same level indicating that there was
possibly a bacterial disease spreading throughout the Market Street pig population.
While individual elements from diseased animals may find their way to market it is
somewhat unusual to find disease in multiple animals from the same location
It is unknown whether the diseased animals were consumed or not but the
presence of multiple diseased bones in a single level also supports an argument of pig
raising on site rather than purchase from butchers. It would be extremely unlikely to
purchase multiple diseased cuts over a short period of time. What seems more plausible
is that there was some sort of disease outbreak and that people actively took steps to
control that outbreak by slaughtering the diseased animals.
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Cow (Bos taurus)
Though the cow specimens in the collection consist of only 53 examples and
comprise 1% of the collection, they are varied and informative examples of the use of
beef. The MNI of cow in the collection is two, based on two left metatarsals. Thirty-four
or 64% of the cow remains are butchered, whether sawn, chopped or cut. Despite the low
NISP and MNI, the biomass calculated for the cow is 45.43 kg or 100.2 lbs.
Of the 24 total bones that were sawn, only two show signs of being sawn with a
hand saw while the rest are have automatic saw marks. Whether due to access or
butchery preference, automatic saw marks are more common with Euro-American type
butchery while hand sawn cow bones commonly turn up in Chinese assemblages
(Greenwood 1996; Gust 1993; Longenecker and Stapp 1993). The age at slaughter is
undetermined though there were examples both of longbones with fully fused and
unfused epiphyses. No cow bones show any evidence of disease or trauma. Nineteen of
the total 53 cow bones were complete, mostly metatarsals, tarsals and teeth.
The majority of bones are not from high quality meat cuts . There are 11 steak
cuts from various long bones including, humerus, femur and tibia. The thickness of the
steak cuts runs between .5-1 inches thick. There were two cow teeth and 18 foot bones
identified, none of which had any butchery marks, suggesting the possible use as soup
bones. There was one hyoid bone identified which does show signs of butchery with a
chop mark medially across the center. Only four cow bones showed any signs of burning
and those were only slightly burnt.
The large mammal bones in the collection most likely also belong to cow but with
no identifying features they can only remain in the large mammal category. Similar with
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the pigs, ribs and vertebrae, though they fit in the same size category as cow, do not have
enough distinguishing features to definitively categorize them as cow. Thirty-one ribs,
26 vertebrae and 74 other large mammal bones were identified. Many of the ribs were
butchered into short ribs, and prime rib cuts. The large mammal ribs were sawn with an
automatic saw, consistent with Euro-American butchery practices.
Summarizing the element distribution of cow and large mammal bones there are a
number of bones from the extremities of the animal but there are also a number of higher
quality meat cuts including bones from the pelvic girdle (innominate), ribs and vertebrae
(Table 10).
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Element
1st Tarsal
2nd and 3rd Carpal
Astragalus
Atlas
Calcaneous
Caudal Vertebrae
Cervical Vertebrae
Femur
Humerus
Hyoid
Illium
Innominate
Intermediate Carpal
Lateral Malleolus
Lumbar Vertebrae
Metatarsal
Patella
Phalange - Unidentified
Radial Carpal
Radius
Rib
Scapula
Tarsal/Carpal
Tarsal - Unidentified
Thoracic Vertebrae
Tibia
Tooth
Vertebrae - Unidentified
Total

Cow
2
2
2
1
1

4
12
1

3
1
1
3
2
1
5
2
1
1
2
4
2

Large Mammal

1
2
3
7
3
5
4
1
9

2
4
1
2
1
31
3
2

2
11

Total
2
2
3
3
2
3
7
7
17
5
1
9
3
1
3
7
1
4
2
5
31
5
3
1
2
6
2
11

53
94
147
Table 10: Element Distribution for Cow and Large Mammal in Feature 5

Even though beef was not the meat of choice, as evidenced by the small amount
of bones recovered, there is a moderate amount here. The head and foot bones were most
likely acquired cheaply, possibly from Euro-American butchers who would not have been
able to sell them to Caucasian customers. The element distribution also shows significant
numbers of beef and large mammal bones representing cuts such as ribs and loin.
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Sheep/Goat (Caprine)
With only ten examples of sheep/goat remains in the collection, it is difficult to
say much about the consumption of mutton by the Market Street inhabitants. The ten
specimens include three teeth, three femurs, one humerus, one lumbar vertebra and two
innominate fragments. The MNI is one for the sheep/goat and the biomass for the
identified fragments is only 1.53kg or 3.3lbs. Five elements show any signs of butchery.
There is not enough evidence recovered to predict any husbandry practices involving the
sheep/goat. None of the sheep/goat bones exhibit signs of burning.

Bear (Ursidae)
Twenty-two bear bones, all metacarpals, metatarsals and phalanges, were
identified in two provenienced and one unprovenienced levels. Nineteen of the bones
articulate as a single forelimb. The forelimb is 75% complete and was butchered along
the proximal ends of the metacarpals indicating that it was chopped off from the rest of
the limb. Two metacarpals were chopped through the center with their articulating
halves. A third metacarpal was chopped along the proximal end with the articulating end
unrecovered. (Figure 10)
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Figure 10: Two Bear Paw's From Feature 5
The forelimb was recovered from the deepest and presumably earliest deposits
from the feature. A single second phalange was identified in level 6, though it is most
likely that it belongs to the same specimen. The second paw consists of three bones; two
phalanges and one metatarsal but is from an unprovienced portion of the collection. It
displays the same butcher marks on the proximal end of the one metatarsal. Since one
paw represents a forelimb and one a hind limb it is possible but not definite that they
come from the same individual (MNI=1).
discussed in more detail in chapter 6.

The implications of the bear remains will be
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Small Mammals
The small mammals consist of cat, rat, dog, squirrel, rabbit and mouse. Small
mammals consist of 1585 specimens or 30% of the identified collection. Total numbers
of each genus/species is presented in table 11. The small mammal assemblage discussion
will explore modification with butchery or cut marks and whether they exhibit any signs
of being used as a source of food.
Catalog#

Cat

Weight

Dog

Weight

Rat

Weight

Rabbit

Weight

Mouse

Weight

Rodent

Weight

1822

73

54.9g

2

8.0g

562

105.8g

1

3.6g

3

0.3g

1

0.3g

1823

2

4.3g

40

9.5g

4

0.4g

1824

1

1.2g

9

1.9g

1

0.3g

1825

1

3.7g

1826

17

15.2g

306

94.5g

4

0.8g

1831

1

0.7g

5

0.9g

1832

1

0.5g

32

8.7g

1833

2

6.4g

26

4.9g

1834

1

1.6g

14

3.0g

1835

7

3.8g

28

3.9g

3

0.1g

1

0.4g

6

2.9g

376

72.3g

1409

309.5

9

1.1g

21

25.8g

1

0.6g

1827
1828
1829
1830

1837
1839
1840

5

4.7g

1894

13

3.8g

Total

124

100.8

2

8.0

23

30.0g

3

0.3g

Table 11: Small Mammal Count, Weight and Biomass
Cat (Felis catus)
The 124 cat bones in the collection represent a varied assemblage of different
ages, elements and uses by the Market Street residents. Representing 2% of the identified
collection the cat bones have a total MNI of 6, based on the right mandible. Cat bones
are represented in almost every excavated level. A variety of elements were identified
including cranial, axial and long bones.
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After being identified to species and element, the cat bones were divided into age
categories including juvenile and adult. The immature cat bones were identified based on
epiphyseal fusion. If the epiphyses on either end of the bone were unfused then the cat
was identified as juvenile, or kitten. The adult cat bones were identified based on fused
epiphyses. Seventeen juvenile and 94 adult and cat bones were identified, not including
teeth. Mandibles were the most frequent single bone identified. Most of the specimens
recovered had lost their teeth but 13 cat teeth were identified separate from the mandible
and maxilla fragments. Determining the age of death for the cats begins to gleam insight
into the use and lives of urban cats at Market Street.
One unexpected aspect of the cat remains was the identification of a small number
of cat bones that had been butchered. A total of five cat bones were identified that
showed evidence of butchery, representing 4% of the identified cat remains. Though
there are five butchered bones, the MNI of the butchered cat is one, with no indication
that there was more than one butchered cat represented. The butchered bones include the
proximal end of a left ulna, left radius, two lumbar vertebrae and a left scapula (figure
11). The ulna is chopped ¾ of an inch below the proximal end of the bone and displays a
chop mark with a false chop mark millimeters above the chop. The vertebrae are
chopped medially through the center in a manner consistent with the splitting of a
carcass. The scapula is nearly complete and is chopped just above the distal end, a
butchery pattern that is similar to the butchered cat remains recovered from the
Chinatown excavations in Riverside, CA (Great Basin Foundation: 1987). The similarity
between this butchery pattern and the contemporaneous Riverside Chinatown suggests
that the butchery of cats was common knowledge and therefore not unique to Market
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Street. There is also consistency in butchery practices of small mammals, removing the
meatless pieces (i.e. butchered ulna) that is consistent with common small mammal
butchery.

Figure 11: Cat Butchery Identified Throughout Feature 5

Dog (Canis familiaris)
Two dog bones were recovered from level 6, catalog number 1822, and are the
only dog remains that were found. The bones identified were a 2nd metatarsal and right
humerus. The dog MNI is one and represents less than 0.1% of the collection. There is
no evidence of cut marks, chop marks or any form of butchery on either of the bones. It
is unclear how two dog bones from different areas of the body, made it into the feature.
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Rat (Rattus norvegicus)
The assemblage contained 1,409 rat bones spread throughout the levels. The rat in
the collection was identified to species based on the identification process outlined in
Reitz and Wing 1999:96. The two most common species of rats found in archaeological
settings are Rattus norvegicus and Rattus rattus brown and black rat respectively. The
measurement calculations provided in Reitz and Wing distinguishes between the two
species of rat. Mandible height and diastema length and height is measured, then the
ratio between the diastema height and weight is plotted against the mandible height.
Resulting plot lines indicates which species is being represented. Calculations were done
on a random sample of mandibles from each level of the collection, all resulting in the
identification of Rattus norvegicus remains. It is therefore logical to infer that the rats in
the feature 5 collection come from the species Rattus norvegicus or brown rat, and will
therefore be referred to as such throughout.
Along with the pig, chicken and cat bones, the rat is the only other species in the
collection that is represented in every level of the site and in nearly every catalog number.
Representing 8% of the total collection and 27% of the identified species, rat remains
dominate the collection more than almost every other species. A rat MNI is 65 and is
based on the right humerus. Eight hundred and ninety five of the identified rat remains
were complete bones, indicating little post depositional disturbance or destruction.
The individual rats identified show signs of dying as young, adult and old
individuals. One hundred and fifty six of the rat specimens have unfused epiphyses on
both ends while 233 have at least one unfused epiphyses. Additionally, there were 256
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specimens with fully fused epiphyses and 12 showing signs of disease and possible
arthritis. The average rat lives 2-3 years (Ritz and Wing 1999:76). The difference in
ages of the rats suggests that there is no particular pattern to which rats are dying or being
killed within the site.
However, the prevalence of rats within the feature does suggest the interaction of
rats and humans and possible eradication methods by the residents. Brown rats are
commonly burrowers, building nests below buildings and crawl spaces. Though the trash
pile was most likely their source of food in their daily lives, they would have made their
homes within the dense urban environment that characterized Market Street. The
frequency of rat remains recovered in the assemblage suggests a regular eradication of
pests by the residents and then disposing of them in the trash pile.

Squirrel (Sciuridae)
A single squirrel skull and mandible was found in level six. The skull is
distinguishable from rat due to size and shape contrasts. The skull is the most
distinguishable feature of squirrel bones from the common rat. Since no other squirrel
bones were recovered and there are no signs of butchery or cutting on the skull or
mandible, it cannot be determined whether the squirrel was ultimately food for human or
if it was merely a commensal species that somehow found its way into the Market Street
trash.
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Rabbit (Lepus/Sylvilagus)
Rabbit remains were identified in three levels of the collection. One rabbit
mandible without teeth was found in level 3 and a single right humerus was found in
level 8. Twenty-one rabbit bones, primarily consisting of vertebrae and long bones were
recovered from level 6. Despite the small number of specimens, a MNI of 2 was
calculated based on the right humerus. The species represented in the collection can be
identified to the genus Lepus/Sylvilagus. The lack of distinguishable characteristics does
not allow these remains to be identified to the species.
Four of the rabbit bones were butchered. Cut and chop marks were identified on
four bones, a thoracic vertebra, a cervical vertebra, a right femur and a scapula. Such
evidence makes it clear that rabbit was definitely at least a small part of the Market Street
residents’ diet. Similar to the cat remains, the butchered rabbit MNI is only a single
individual.

Mouse (Mus)
Three mouse remains were identified and consist of two left innominate and one
tibia with a MNI of two based on the two left innominate bones. The mouse remains
most likely do not represent the density of mouse within the collection given their size
and difficulty to preserve in the archaeological record. If floatation samples were
conducted on the collection, it is likely that more mouse remains would have been
identified. Despite the difficulty of finding small mouse elements, three have been
identified, speaking to the level of preservation and collection that occurred at the site
during excavation.
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Avian
Avian remains shed light into the consumption choices beyond mammals. Unlike
mammalian species, domesticated birds do not follow animal husbandry patterns. Birds
can produce more than just meat, offering other sources of food namely eggs. For each
species of bird identified, a consideration of not just meat but byproducts will also be
considered. Table 12 shows the NISP and biomass calculations for each species,
summarizing the avian remains

Provenience

Chicken

Weight

Biomass Duck

Weight

Biomass Pigeon

Weight

Biomass

1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1837
1839
1840
1894
Total

817
29
20
4
119

505.9g
24.4g
32.9g
4.3g
138.9g

5.89kg
0.37kg
0.49kg
0.07kg
1.81kg

102
3
6

87.9g
2.7g
4.9g

1.19kg
0.05kg
0.86kg

10

5.5g

0.09kg

32

24.0g

0.36kg

5

2.5g

0.04g

43
8
1
10
3

50.5g
9.3g
4.2g
13.8g
4.7g

0.72kg
0.15kg
0.07kg
0.22kg
0.83kg

2
2
1
2

1.3g
0.5g
0.3g
2.8g

0.02kg 3
0.01kg
0.006kg
0.05kg

1.7g

0.03kg

24

24.6g

0.37kg

1078

813.5g

9.09kg

2
9
161

2g
2.5g
128.9g

0.03kg
0.04kg
1.69kg

1
19

0.2g
9.9g

0.004kg
0.16kg

Goose

Weight

1

3.1g

1

3.1g

Table 12: Avian Count, Weight and Biomass

Chicken (Gallus gallus)
Chicken is the second most commonly identified animal by bone count. Chicken
bones constitute of 21% of the remains with 1,078 identified bones. The MNI of 47 is
based on right distal tibiotarsii. One hundred and seventy of the bones were butchered.
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Identified marks were cut and chop marks. The chop marks appear to be done with a
cleaver, consistent with traditional Chinese butchery. Only two bones have evidence of
disease and an additional one has evidence of a healed break. One maxilla, or beak, has
been chopped medially across the distal end, essentially removing the beak itself (figure
12). The butchered maxilla provides evidence as to the animal husbandry practices of the
Market Street peoples with chicken. In an urban environment, the chickens were most
likely being raised and living in a small space. In such a situation removing the beaks of
chickens would ensure that they do not hurt themselves or others in small spaces. Three
roosters were identified based on the presence of spurs on the tarsometatarsus. Six bones
with carnivore gnawing were identified, one bone had puncture marks that were most
likely from a cats’ canine. The determination of the puncture marks as cat related was
based on the dimensions of the marks – basically mirroring that of a feline’s jaw.(figure
12). Given evidence of carnivore presence, the trash pile was most likely inhabited by
carnivores and rodents alike reaping the benefits of the discarded meals.

Figure 12: Chicken Ulna with Carnivore Gnaw Marks and Clipped Chicken Beak
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Five hundred and twenty five chicken bones were identified that were fused at
both ends while only one was unfused at both ends. The age at slaughter evidence is
consistent with chicken husbandry, as chicken epiphyses are fused by 5-8 months in age
(Reitz and Wing 1999:75). After the time of epiphyseal ossification, growth stops. Only
three slightly burnt chicken bones were identified.
Chickens however, provide an added benefit in their ability to produce eggs.
Eight chicken bones and 62 of the unidentified bird bones were recovered that contain
medullary bone indicating that chickens and/or birds were being used as egg layers.
Medullary bone is calcified tissue within the medullary cavity of long bones (Ritz and
Wing 1999:66). It is present when birds that are in their egg laying stage. The medullary
bone is an extra storage of fat and calcium for the birds whose bodies are producing
calcium-rich egg shell and fat-rich yokes. The bones in the collection that have
medullary bone suggests that chickens were being used to lay eggs in addition to being a
meat product, a common practice among egg laying chickens.
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Figure 13: Chicken Tarsometatarsi
One very distinctive aspect of the chicken assemblage was the identification of a
large number (n=132) of butchered tarsometatarsii (figure 13). This particular pattern of
butchery is associated with eating chicken feet. The tarsometatarsii recovered comprise
1.6 percent of the bones on a chicken however, 12 percent of the chicken bones recovered
are chicken feet. In addition to the primary bone of the chickens’ foot, there were 468
phalanges identified. Together with the tarsometatarsii, chicken feet (phalanges)
comprise 600 bones or 57% of the identified chicken remains. A chicken has 4 digits
with 14 phalanges, including distal phalanges or talons. Given the large numbers above
and there are only two tarsometatarsii per bird, I would suggest that the community was
possibly purchasing or acquiring chicken feet alone, without the rest of the bird.
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Duck (Anas)
There were 161 duck bones identified. T, though a specific species was not
identified, the duck bones belong to the genus Anas. The MNI of the duck is 9 and is
based on left carpometacarpuses. Of the 161 duck bones 26 of them were butchered.
Similar to the chicken, butcher marks include chops and cuts, most likely done with a
cleaver, consistent with traditional Chinese butchery. Fifty-seven of the specimens were
complete and all but one had fully fused epiphyses. Whether wild or domestic, the ducks
in the collection were, for the most part, fully grown before slaughter.
There are three specimens showing signs of carnivore gnawing and only one with
possible disease markings. There are only 7 identified tarsometatarsii, a figure that is
more consistent with whole birds on site. There does not appear to be any butchery
marks on these tarsometatarsii, suggesting that ducks feet are not as appealing as
chickens, or perhaps they were not as readily available. At least one duck maxilla, or
duck bill, was found with a chop mark across the center, essentially cutting the bill off. It
is not clear whether this is pre or post mortem. On this particular specimen there is a
false chop mark just above the chop. There was one maxilla, or duck bill, that was
chopped across the distal end. There is a false chop mark just above the final chop mark.
It is unclear if it was post or pre mortem or why such cut would have been made.

Pigeon (Columbia livia)
The pigeon in the collection, despite being represented by only 19 specimens, has
a MNI of 8 based on the right humeri. None of the bones are butchered or have any cut
marks on them. Historical and contemporary research indicates that the Chinese often ate
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pigeon. There is no evidence to indicate that the birds were definitely a food source
though it is reasonable to assume that they were, given the Chinese tradition of eating
pigeon and the popularity of the bird as a food source in the nineteenth century West.
Fifteen of the 19 bones were complete and the remaining four were ¾ complete.
Reptiles and Amphibians
The reptiles and amphibians within the feature 5 assemblage are modest in
number but can offer insights to the variety of meats that were consumed in addition to
mammalian and avian flesh (Table 13). Reptile and amphibian remains often lack
butchery marks or other indications for human consumption. It is therefore up to the
numbers found and historical record to provide evidence for the consumption of these
species by the Market Street residents.
Provenience

Turtle

Weight

1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1837
1839
1840
1894
Total

9
9

6.3g
3.4g

2
43

3.0g
55.3g

1

0.7g

11
3

5.0g
3.9g

8

6.9g

16
102

13.20
102.1g

Bull
Frog
1

Weight

1

0.2g

Frog

Weight

Frog/
Toad

Weight

0.2g

1
1

0.3g
0.3g

2
2

Table 13: Reptile and Amphibian Counts and Weights

0.2g
0.2g

Snake

Weight

1

0.1g

1

0.1g
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Turtles (Testudines)
There were 102 turtle bones found in the feature 5 collection with an MNI of two.
Eighty seven or 85% of those were shell fragments while the remaining 15 were
longbone and axial pieces. There were two bones in the collection that were possibly
butchered. Since the majority of the turtle remains were shell, it would be possible, with
the proper comparative collection; to identify the turtle remains to species. At this point,
it is unclear whether the turtle species represented are North American turtles or Asian.
The majority of the turtles were recovered from the deepest and presumably oldest
occupational level. The behavioral implications of the turtle bones will be discussed in
more detail in chapter 6.

Other (Snakes, Frogs)
Four snake vertebrae were identified in two different levels of the site. One
vertebrae was much smaller than the other three but it is unclear whether differences in
size is due to a different species of snake or whether it is from a different location on the
vertebrae. The identification of snake was done through a bone identification manual and
not with a comparative collection. The species therefore is left unidentified.
There were also four frog bones identified, one down to the species. A bullfrog
femur was identified through the use of bone identification literature. There are no
butcher marks or signs of trauma on the bone. Other unidentified frog bones include one
humerus and two unidentified long bones. They are identified as being frog due to their
form and bone consistency.
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Fish
The fish in the collection were not analyzed as part of this thesis but a few
observation and analyses can be shared. Approximately 2800 fish bones were present in
the assemblage. A sample of vertebrae from each catalog number was sent for evaluation
to Dr. Ken Gobalet at California State University Bakersfield. His analysis identified a
wide variety of fish (Table 14). These species represent Northern and Southern
Californian species as well as species of fish from Asia. Analysis of the fish remains is
beyond the scope of this thesis but it is extremely important that these remains are
identified at some point in the future as they will also tell an important story about
Chinese foodways in San José.
Fish Species
Triakidae
Cyprinidae
Ptychocheilus grandis
Orthodon microlepidotus
Catostomus occidentalis
Atherinopsidae
Porichtys sp.
Scorpaenichthys
marmoratus
Hexagrammos sp.
Sebastes sp.
Semicossyphus pulcher
Embiotocidae
Sciaenidae (exotic)
Atractoscion nobilis
Archoplites interruptus
Caulolatilus sp. ?
Scomber japonicus
Pleuronectiformes
Paralichthys californicus
Platichthys stellatus
Table 14: Fish Taxa Represented in Feature 5
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Specific species of fish identifiable through bones other than vertebrae include
cuttlefish, sturgeon and sheepshead. Forty-two cuttlefish cuttlebone were identified.
Cuttlefish is native to the warm waters off the coast of Southern China. The cuttlefish is
a cephalopod mollusk with a cuttlebone located along the top of the creature for
buoyancy. Sturgeon back plates were also found in the collection. However, since
sturgeon have multiple back plates it will not be possible to determine how many
individuals are in the collection. A sheepshead fish jaw was also identified, a fish local to
the waters off the coast of Southern California. Additionally, there were 41 crab bones
identified and 173 shell and mussel shell fragments.
There are also as many fish head bones as there are vertebrae in the collection.
1486 bones are from fish crania, while there are 1125 vertebrae. The presence of a large
number of cranial elements is common and indicative of a Chinese collection where the
fish head is not immediately discarded but perhaps kept for consumption along with the
fish body.
The mammalian, avian, reptilian and amphibian remains identified in the Market
Street feature 5 assemblage consist of a extremely large and varied collection of bones.
These bones however are not just discarded remains of long ago eaten meals and
unfortunate pests discarded in the trash. These bones have told a story of meat and
animal consumption, animal husbandry and even pest eradication. Not only that, they are
a reminder of a food culture and food tradition emerging at the end of the 19th century
that would define a new culture of Chinese Americans in San José. This subject and a
detailed interpretation of the bones analyzed here will be discussed further in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6
INTERPRETATION
Feature 5 is not a feature with clear temporal differences. Rather, it is a trash pile
with a large number of food remains in it. There are many other materials that could
provide a more accurate sense of the dates of the assemblage as well as some of the site
formation processes but I do highlight the identification of a bear phalange in level 6 that
articulated with other bones recovered in level 8. Cross-mends such as this provide
evidence of mixing of materials in the trash pile. Given the mixing of materials and the
lack of a solid TPQ for the dump it is reasonable to treat the materials as coming from a
period between 1861 and 1887.
Many of the bones found within this feature illustrate traditional Chinese
foodways while others apparently represent new food traditions. Three pieces of
evidence in particular support a pattern of food consumption similar to what would be
found in China including the pork remains, the chicken remains and a few specific
animals including turtle and fish. Alternatively, there is some evidence of a hybridization
of Chinese foodways with Euro-American foodways. The primary evidence supporting
this position is the beef being purchased and consumed. Finally, bones from feature 5
show the development of class statuses within Market Street with the presence of feasting
related food items.
Forty three percent of the identified collection was pig bone. Consistent with a
traditional Chinese preference for pork over any other meat, the predominance of pork
shows a food tradition being continued from China. Pork was butchered and eaten in
large amounts based on the volume of pork remains and butchery patterns identified in
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the faunal remains. Whole femurs, humerii and other intact longbones showed few signs
of butchery in the lower layers indicate the possible consumption of large amounts of
meat at once.
A second point relating to the pig remains is that the butchery patterns and body
part representation suggest that the pigs were being raised in Chinatown. Since the entire
pig was consumable, the presence of head and foot bones does not necessarily represent
the raising of pigs on site. Age of slaughter evidence suggests a butchery pattern
consistent with common pig husbandry while element distribution suggests that there
were many different parts of the pig being consumed. With regards to the age of the
animals there were many that were approximately one year old. However, also identified
in the assemblage were 100 fully fused bones – meaning more that 3.5 years of age.
Further, the presence of neonatal pig remains also indicates active animal husbandry.
When one looks at the element distribution (Table 8, above) what is revealing is
the large amount of bone from the extremities of the animal. Five hundred seventy five
head and neck bones were identified and 645 bones from the feet of the pig were
recovered. Taken together the bones represent 57 percent of all of the pig and medium
mammal bones recovered. Such a large volume of pig extremities suggests both the
purchase and cooking of whole animals or the byproduct of people raising and
slaughtering hogs on site. When viewed in conjunction with the age data it appears
reasonable to assume pigs were being raised and slaughtered on location.
Additionally, there are several bones in level 8 that indicate the presence of
diseased pigs within the population. More than one individual pig deposited in feature 5
was sick with a bacterial infection of unknown type. Bacterial infections can often be
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passed from animal to human via the animals' flesh and byproducts (Ferrieres 2005:3).
Since there were no other manifestations of disease in other bones, it is possible that the
disease went unnoticed by the pig owner and butcher. There are no indications within the
level of entire unprocessed pigs being deposited in this or any other depositional event in
the feature. Further evidence for continued Chinese food traditions at the Market Street
was the chicken remains. Chicken constitutes 21% of the identified collection and
similarly represents a continuing of traditional practices through a distinct consumption
pattern for chicken including parts of the chicken that were preferred and butchery
pattern. What was distinctive was the large amounts of chicken feet that were consumed.
Chicken feet are a common part of the dim sum meal, which originated in Southern
China, and continued through today (Newman 2004:93). The bones associated with
eating chicken feet, the tarsometatarsus, were found in very large numbers (n=600),
exceeding the MNI for the chicken in the collection. The tarsometatarsus comprise 1.6
percent of the bones on a chicken. In this collection, 12 percent of the chicken bones
recovered are chicken feet.

In addition to dim sum, chicken feet were a common part of

many meals. They can be a part of soups, meals and even eaten as a snack (Newman
2004:121)
The turtle and fish remains in the collection speak not only to the continued
tradition of eating such items, but can suggest a regional origin of the Market Street
residents. Turtle, though eaten in several areas of China, is known for being a dish
common in Southern Chinese cuisine. Shell, long bone and axial turtle bones were
identified, indicating the possible use of turtle not just for meat but for soups and stews,
consistent with southern Chinese cooking style (Anderson 1988:178).
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Fish, though not within the scope of this project, were identified as coming from
northern and southern California as well as from Asia. One aquatic resource in
particular, cuttlefish, comes from the warm waters off the coast of southern China and is
a part of the cuisine of that region. Their presence in feature 5 suggests the continued
pattern of consuming large amounts of fish as well as cuttlefish. Continuing the tradition
of cuttlefish consumption as well as other foodways from China indicates that the Market
Street residents were, despite being so far from home, continuing the food traditions they
knew from home.
The beef remains, on the other hand, tell a different story about Market Street
food habits. A total of 147 cow and large mammal elements were recovered in the
feature. Analyzed together, the cow and large mammal remains weigh 6998g with an
approximate biomass of 84.35 kg. Some of the evidence is somewhat puzzling. For
instance, there are considerable diversity of body parts represented in the relatively small
assemblage. Basically the entire animal is represented with the exception of the head is
present in the assemblage.
What is revealing is the mere presence of beef in moderate amounts. Beef was
clearly not the meat of choice for tradition Chinese meals. Though it was the meat of
choice for many in the West – particularly later in the nineteenth century. By count
almost 48 percent of the bones, and over half the weight, were from the core of the
animal (torso and upper limb including humerus and femur), a part of the animal that was
typically the meatier part of the animal and would have been more costly meats as well.
Further 11 steak cuts were identified in the assemblage. These cuts are clearly coming
from Euro-American food traditions. Taken as a whole, the presence of moderate
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amounts of beef, and the particular cuts suggest some degree of incorporation of Western
food traditions in Market Street.
The diversity of cow remains most likely suggests a varied beef diet among the
residents of Market Street. Since it is most likely that the residents were accruing their
beef from outside the community, the prices would have reflected the quality preferences
of the Euro-American community. Using this model, simply put, steak cuts would have
been a high quality and therefore more expensive while limb and head pieces would have
been less expensive. It is most likely that at times, the more expensive beef cuts like the
steak cuts, were purchased when individuals were able to. Since there are also very low
quality cuts including limb and head bones, the residents were also purchasing these
lower quality cuts as well.

Feasting Traditions
Feasting is not a practice that was unique to China; it is a common feature of
many cultures throughout time and provides an important social function. In the most
general sense, feasting can be considered anything from a gathering of people around
common food to an incorporation of food into a communal ceremony. Dietler suggests
that feasts are not simply a gathering of people to eat food but a “public ritual” (Dietler
2001:67). Not to suggest that there need be anything sacred or ceremonial about public
rituals but that they are a form of “ritual in which food and drink constitute the medium
of expression and commensal consumption constitutes the basic symbolic idiom” (Dietler
2001:67).
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Given the cross-cultural practice of feasting, it is possible to consider concepts of
practice, functionality, power, and resistance in connection to feasts. Clearly, feasts
constitute a different meaning depending on the cultural participating in the specific
public ritual. The Akha of Northern Thailand hold communal feasts and the host will
save the bones of the animal sacrificed for the feast serving as a display of prestige
(Clarke 2001). Pre-Hispanic Philippine feasting served to strengthen alliances between
chiefdoms (Junker 2001). Feasting on pig by the Enga of Papua New Guinea makes a
variety of celebrations both social and political (Wiessner 2001). Clearly, the tradition of
feasting is as varied as the cultures who participate in it and as such, should only be
studied by the particular culture in time that practices it. In the case of the Market Street
Chinatown, the inhabitants were both continuing a feasting tradition known to them from
their home country, with the consumption of bear paws, but also beginning a new
feasting tradition unique to their new living situation in California.
Feasting tradition in China began as far back as the Neolithic and continued
through multiple dynasties beginning as a form of graveside feasts for the ancestors and
changing forms and purposes through the years. Graves and inscriptions on oracle bones
from the Bronze Age and Shang Dynasty indicate a feasting tradition to honor the dead
(Nelson 2003:86). As mentioned in chapter 2, feasting tradition continued through the
dynasties into the Qing dynasty. However, with widespread social strife, poverty and
famine, the act of feasting began to serve less as an expression of wealth as a
reinforcement of the disconnection between the rich and poor. The bear paws found in
the Market Street collection are therefore unique in two ways. It is definitive evidence of
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a Chinese feasting tradition taking place in San José and, equally important, it is taking
place among non-imperial immigrant workers and merchants.
The traditional Qing feast had different meanings based on the class and socioeconomic standing of the individuals partaking in it. The most grand of these feasts was
the 16 to 32 course imperial feast that included “fish belly, dried mussels, crab sauce,
steamed fish, goose, duck, two kinds of chicken, pigs’ feet, fried lamb, sea cucumbers,
birds’ nests, sharks’ fins, deers’ tails, and bears’ paws” (Coe 2009:93). Second class
feasts commonly consisted of 10 courses “omitting bears’ paw, deer tail, wild chicken,
goose, crab and mussels. The sharks fin and lamb were further omitted if the meal was a
third-class one of eight dishes” (Chang 1976:277). The presence of the bear paws sets
this feast firmly within the most prestigious of feasts. The goose, crab, and mussels
further support the occurrence of this imperial feast.
The paws represent a reinvention rather than a continuation of foodways tradition
because of the class and wealth status of those involved in the practice. The individuals
immigrating to the United States were not imperial nor were they rich. They were
merchants and workers seeking opportunities and a better life that they did not experience
in China. Although there were most likely differences in the class statuses of the
residents of the Market Street, the very presence of the bear's paw among even middle
class merchants is unique. Since the bear's paw was reserved for the feasts of the
imperial families, even the consumption of bear's paw by middle class merchants was
symbolic of a new meaning for the paw. It is likely that there were class differences
among the residents of the Market Street and the bear paw is evidence of this difference.
Despite this, they were consuming a food they understood to be prestigious and, most
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likely, to which they would have never had access in China. The bear's paw is more than
an example of continuing food tradition, then; it signals the emergence of an entirely new
culture, a hyphenated Chinese American culture.
Additionally, the bear paws do not simply represent the consumption of high
quality foods but the expression of resistance from the inhabitants of Market Street. As
indicated through the domesticated cow, the Market Street residents experienced a
hybridization of their traditional foodways with those of their Euro-American neighbors.
By consuming what they believed to be a high quality food they were resisting their old
beliefs that bear paw was only meant for the wealthy. They were experiencing what
people then and we still believe to be the American dream.

Gender
The feasting behavior at Market Street as seen through the evidence of the bear
paws and other feasting related food items can speak not only to the enduring spirit of the
residents but also to the ties of the traditional past, a masculine past. Traditionally, in the
Han feast (the feast that incorporated bear's paw into the multiple course meal), the
feasting functions were a male space and excluded the involvement of women.
According to Coe, “Women never mingled at these functions; cloistered by traditional
Chinese morality, they ate in separate rooms, hidden from anyone who wasn’t family”
(2009:93). This tradition of eating bear paws as part of a grand feast continued into the
Qing dynasty and across the ocean to California, as it is most likely the traditional
masculinity of this feasting tradition did as well.
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Masculinity and agency studies of the Market Street Chinatown have attempted to
view Chinese masculinity from an Eastern perspective (Voss 2008; Williams 2008).
Western culture at the time of the Market Street inhabitance inflicted a feminization or
emasculation onto the mostly male residents of Market Street. By being limited to
working in eateries and laundries and using seemingly dainty ceramics, many Chinese
men in the West were compelled to adopt what was viewed as ‘feminine’ positions in
Chinese-American society. (Williams 2008). This is particularly interesting in a mostly
male community that would have been viewed constantly by their Anglo-American
neighbors in downtown San José. Though the male residents of the Market Street read
these occupations and material culture from a much different perspective, they must have
had a sense of what the surrounding community felt, since there is evidence through the
faunal remains that there was contact between the Chinese community and EuroAmerican.
Williams (2008) has suggested that markers of Chinese masculinity in the West
was evident in the temples and ceramic vessels that archaeologists have explored and I
put forth that there is yet another piece of evidence that supports Williams’ argument on
masculinity -- feasting. The feasting tradition, though not a gendered practice in Western
eyes, has a strong masculine nature in the eyes of the participating residents. This
feasting tradition was surely taking place at the Market Street and at the highest level of
ritual. Not only does the Market Street feasts represent a reinvention of what was
traditionally an upper class privilege to a working class declaration but they are also
evidence of perpetuating a masculinity that was never in question by its hosts.
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Suggestions for Future Research and Public Archaeology
Feature 5 was a highly varied collection of faunal remains containing at least 19
species of mammal, bird, reptile and amphibian. However, feature 5 is only a single
feature of an extraordinarily large collection. It will be important to understanding the
foodways of the Market Street Chinatown through an analysis of all the faunal remains
from the entire collection. This feature can be added to the analysis of the whole
collection and the bigger picture of food culture at this site will come more into context.
Considering non-meat related animals within the collection, rats in particular, can
be evident of more than the pest problem consistent with most urban settings. According
to diet breath studies done on rats, 80% of their diet is plant remains (Clark 1982:766).
Since brown rats burrow under houses and spend their grazing time in trash piles, this is a
good reminder that the residents were not subsisting on meat along. A large portion of
the diet of the residents of Market Street would have been vegetable and plant remains.
This correlates with historical accounts of common traditional foods from China
consisting mostly of vegetables, despite the large numbers of meat remains at the site.
Further research on seed and microscopic plant remains in floatation samples could
further trace the types of plants being consumed as well as the amount of plant remains
being consumed in comparison to meat.
Additionally, the fish remains were not analyzed as part of this thesis and would
add considerable knowledge to our understandings of the trade networks in and around
the San Jose Chinatown. From the small amount of fish vertebrae analyzed it is clear that
there is a great deal of information about the type of fish that the Market Street residents
were willing to get from far distances. To analyze this extremely varied collection of
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fish, a comparative collection would have to be created with fish from Northern and
Southern California and Asia. With the knowledge of fish identifications, the nature of
life, trade and inter-ethnic relationships in San José will become even clearer.
As analysis continues, Dr. Voss and the students involved with the project
continue to work with the CHCP and History San José on bringing the knowledge they
have gained from the collection to the public. It has been a goal of the project from the
start to analyze this collection in order to present the results to the wider public. The
CHCP and the Chinese American community in the San José area have been very active
in their history and the history of Market Street Chinatown from the beginning of the
project. The CHCP has annual festivals at the History San José historic park where
Stanford students are able to present their research to the public and teach children about
archaeology.
These annual events are a time for locals from the Chinese American community
come to celebrate and learn about their heritage through a number of different avenues. I
had the chance to attend one of these events in October and there were a number of
different activities going on at the event that could teach and celebrate Chinese American
heritage, particularly from the Market Street Chinatown. There was a temporary exhibit
at the museum about the Chinatowns of San José, of which Market Street was the first.
This exhibit was a centerpiece of the festival and was created, in part, for this event. One
of the many educational tents around the site was organized and run by students of Dr.
Voss who are currently analyzing the Market Street Collection.
Arguably though, the center of the festivities was the food tent where attendees
could purchase lo mein, egg rolls and mind blowing pork buns. I would argue that the
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tastes of this food, though they are the Americanized versions of traditional Chinese
dishes, like no other sensation connect people to the past and their heritage. The smell of
the lo mein and pork buns spread across the entire festive grounds and history park,
drawing people into the festivities. These smells and tastes connect all who come to
these events to all the people in the past who ate similar foods, including the people of
Market Street, who left behind the material remains so closely analyzed by the Stanford
students at the event.
The addition of faunal remains from feature 5 to the teaching collection used at
these events would strengthen the connection between past and current foodways of
Chinese Americans. There are several bags in the feature that are unprovenienced and
serve as an opportunity for children and the public to get a hands-on look at food
consumption of Market Street's past occupants. Having faunal remains at these events
would not only teach people about food heritage of the past but connect the past to the
present. Many of the bone remains in the collection represent meat we still eat today.
Connecting people to the past is what archaeology strives to accomplish and faunal
remains connect people to the most fundamental of human behavior: eating.
These annual events and what happens in the way of education and coming
together of the community speaks very highly of the people involved in this project and
the descendent community of Market Street Chinatown. Their willingness and quest for
the knowledge of their heritage speaks volumes to the community and suggests that these
events will continue to happen throughout the years.
Another significant aspect of the public outreach involves the former site of the
Market Street Chinatown and the current Freemont Hotel. On the northwest corner of the
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site there is a bronze plaque honoring the inhabitants of the Chinatown. This plaque
explains the habitation and arson fire that happened on that location in 1887. Though it is
a nice gesture on the part of the city and the hotel, it is very small and hard to find. A
person casually walking around the courtyard would not see it if you were not looking for
it. When I visited the site it took nearly twenty minutes to find. The public awareness of
Market Street could be more prominent than a small plaque on the side of the building.
The descendent community is very active in and has lobbied for the public representation
of the history of the Chinese experience in San José. This small sign at the Fairmont
Hotel will only make a very limited impact at best and should be expanded to mimic the
time and significant influence Chinese Americans have had over the community of San
Jose.
The Market Street collection came to Stanford University and Dr. Voss an
orphaned collection with little provenience and context. But through the efforts of their
partnership with History San José, the CHCP, Past Forward, Inc. and the San José
Redevelopment Agency, they have been able to bring the collection into the present.
Educating themselves as well as the public and descendent community of Market Street
has become the primary focus of the project and was able to happen only through this
collaboration. Without the efforts of all these players, this collection that has become
important to so many people would have remained in storage. We learn from this project
that although a site was hastily excavated during a major construction project, it can still
have profound interpretive and emotional value to many people. Included in this value is
the knowledge about the foodways from at least one area of the site. This new
information about the connections to the Euro-American community previously believed
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to be non-existent and the beginning of a traditional feasting culture can only add to the
connection to the past. There are still collections all over the country sitting in storage as
Market Street once did, waiting for inquiring parties to come along and appreciate them.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
The Chinese immigrating to the United States in the 19th century were seen as
Eastern outsiders in a Western world. They settled into enclaves that were seemingly
small-scale versions of the country they left behind. This view of the Chinese in the
United States, and internationally, as cut off outsiders living in and amongst their own is
outdated yet is pervasive within the field of archaeology. The term Overseas Chinese
continues this antiquated belief that the Chinese left their homes in China to only recreate as it was in their new home. The evidence found as part of this study suggests that
the idea of an insular Overseas Chinese community does not hold up to the scrutiny.
The faunal remains from feature 5 of the Market Street Chinatown tell several
stories. There is the story of continuing food practices despite being so far from home. It
tells the story of the connection to the Euro-American community through beef (and
perhaps pork) purchasing. And finally it tells of the development of a new cultural
practice and class statuses through a continued feasting tradition. Evidence of EuroAmerican meat cuts alongside traditional foods most likely acquired outside of
Chinatown suggests previously unacknowledged or unexplored interactions between the
Chinese and Euro-Americans. Prosperous food production in the form of large quantities
of meat, particularly pork, challenge the idea that Chinatowns were places of poverty and
strife. And finally, the presence of feasting foods in the trash pile suggest the reinvention
of the imperial feasting tradition among supposedly poor workers and middle class
merchants.
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The residents of Market Street were doing more than re-creating China as they
knew it, but they were creating a community for themselves in a country where
immigrant groups had been forging new identities for themselves for centuries. The
Chinese in this, and many other communities in California and throughout the United
States at the time, faced racial discrimination but in spite of this, the people in Market
Street thrived. They created a community for themselves with the luxuries of meat of all
kinds from all different sources, feasts and celebrations they could never have dreamed of
in China. Is that not what other immigrant groups coming to the United States have
sought and continue to seek?
After the arson fire on May 4, 1887, the residents of Market Street did not return
to China as Chinese workers were presumed to do when the arrived. The residents of
Market Street settled new communities in the Santa Clara County area. Three new
Chinatowns where they could continue to appreciate and love the culture they left behind,
while also remaining in their new home.

Despite being burned out of the homes they

built themselves in downtown San Jose, these early immigrants continued to live their
lives as their decedents do, as Chinese Americans.
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EPILOGUE
Evidence of feasting and the development of a new culture of Chinese Americans
have been presented in this thesis, but what does this mean to the larger public? What
does this mean to the people who continue to see this country the way these people did,
as a place of wealth and opportunity? These immigrants had grand visions of America,
where the very mountains themselves were made out of gold and their fortunes would
come directly from them. But what they found was something different. What they
found was not the wealth of gold or silver but the freedom to live their lives as they
would have in China had they the means to do it. The massive amounts of pork, beef
cuts, chicken feet and bear paws tell a story of perseverance and adaptation to their new
home.
Nowadays Americans worry that the American dream is no longer attainable, but
we forget that for those people who move here for a better life, it is a real and tangible
thing. For the inhabitants of Market Street, they were able to live their lives in a way
they would not have been able to do in China at the time. The consumption of high
quality foods like the bear’s paw, cuttlefish and high quantities of pork shows that while
they adapted to living in a new country, they continued to hold onto their traditions and
their own idea of wealth. What I ask that we keep in mind is the fact that the significance
of understanding the past is also about understanding the present and the future. Much
like the experiences of the Chinese (and others) in the nineteenth century we are a society
that continues to face challenges with immigration. The United States has changed
greatly since then but the image of a country full of golden opportunities still remains
strong among those who wish to make the US their home.
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APPENDIX A

86-36 Feature 5 Summary
The following is a summary compiled from field notes and lab analysis by Megan
Kane at Stanford University and included in her technical report (Kane 2012).
Things included
Summary of what information and documents we have for Feature 5
Summary of feature from “Monitoring and Recovery of Archaeological Features
within the Silicon Valley Financial Center”
Summary of relationship between Feature 5 and historical Sanborn map
Map of features in entire site in relation to each other
Feature map overlaid over Sanborn map
Sanborn map
ARS designates Feature 5 as a “Chinese midden.” It was first discovered with a backhoe
on January 8, 1987 and was excavated by ARS teams January 9 and 10. The original
Monitoring Forms exist for those days, though they only briefly mention Feature 5,
generally only indicate that it was excavated and a great deal of material was recovered
from it. The Feature Form for Feature 5 has yet to be found, but the original hand-written
notes kept by the primary excavator on the feature during excavation are available. These
notes appear to be the source for the following summary of the feature. The hand-written
artifact catalog for Feature 5 is also available, though its contents are fairly well
summarized by the figure from the Monitoring Report below.
Roop, William. 1988. Feature 5. Monitoring and Recovery of Archaeological Features
within the Silicon Valley Financial Center Parcel: Report Prepared for the
Redevelopment Agency of the City of San Jose, California.
Feature 5 (3.25m x 2.25m x 2.20m)
This feature was originally designated as a thick deposit of Chinese artifacts. This
was the most important and well stratified feature identified and excavated on the Block.
The feature was recovered in nine natural layers with Layers 6 and 8 containing the
majority of the artifacts. Layers 5 and 7 were sterile and collected for alter analysis.
Upper stratum – The uppermost layer over most of the feature. A disturbed matrix
containing a high quantity of gravel, concrete and asphalt. Artifacts and faunal
remains were present in this stratum.
Layer 1 – This was considered to be the first undisturbed strata within the feature.
It contained historic and recent artifacts within a loose, gray/brown, mediumgrained sandy silt. A total of 22 large burlap bags of soil and artifacts were
collected from this strata.
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Layer 1a – this layer was present only on the west side of the feature. It was a
small deposit of very loose, fine-grained ash/silt containing a small quantity of
Chinese artifacts and pig bones. Layer 1a cut into layer 1. Only 2 bags of material
were collected.
Layer 2 – A very shallow deposit of a yellow clayey silt. Matrix not collected,
rather only artifacts were retrieved for later cataloguing and analysis.
Layer 3 – A clayey silt containing a very high quantity of gravel, concrete and
asphalt.
Layer 4 – A loose brown silt containing bone, metal fragments, Chinese artifacts,
crushed egg shells, and charcoal pieces. 21 bags collected.
Layer 5 – A sterile gray-yellow fine-grained clay that was not collected.
Layer 6 – A loose, fine-grained brown silt containing a heavy deposit of Chinese
artifacts and pig remains.
Layer 7 – A very loose, slightly moist, fine-grained yellow silt. Matrix was sterile
and not collected for later analysis.
Layer 8 – A loose, brown-fine-grained silt with high quantities of Chinese
artifacts. In the North wall area, layer 6 sloped down into Layer 8.
(Figure from Report is included on the following page)
Laffey, Glory Anne. 1994. Lot Histories for the Block 1 Chinatown San Jose, California.
Laffey, the historian who has provided much of the information about the Market Street
Chinatown, compares the location of the features excavated during 1985 and 1986 with
the 1884 Sanborn Insurance map to get a sense of the relationship between the excavation
features and the known historic buildings within the site. She describes Feature 5 form
the 86-36 excavation thus:
Feature 5 is a wood lined pit containing a Chinese deposit. Possibly a privy pit,
this feature is associated with either the 1866-1870 or the 1871-1887 occupation
on Lot 3 […] No specific associations could be identified for these features.
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Figure 14: Artifact Breakdown for Feature 5
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Figure 15: Market Street Chinatown Site Map
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Figure 16: Market Street Chinatown Feature and Block Locations
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References for Maps
Fig. 3: Archaeological Features at Block 1, 1985-87. In J.A. Parsons. (1993) Maps and
Description of Earth Materials and Cultural Features Recovered During ARS
Redevelopment Agency Projects in Downtown San Jose During 1985 through 1987. July
20, 1993.
Figure 5: Block 1 Feaure Locations 1884 (Parsons 1993:Fig. 2-3; ARS various; Roop et
al. 1988; CJS 1983; Sanborn 1884). In Report titled Lot Histories for the Block 1
Chinatown San Jose California dated 1994. By Glory Anne Laffey.
Sanborn Insurance Co. (1884) 1884 Sanborn Map of Plaza Chinatown in downtown San
Jose
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APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF FAUNAL REMAINS BY LEVEL
Analysis by Provenience – Level
Each provenience in the feature 5 collection has a corresponding level associated
with the bones and will be analyzed separately below. I am presenting each feature
individually due to the particularities of the feature excavation. The feature was divided
in the field and lab by catalog number, however, not every catalog number has a
corresponding level. Due to the incompleteness of field notes and given the nature of the
excavation, some catalog numbers have no associated level. Therefore, in chapter 5 I
analyzed the whole collection by species as to include every bone in the collection and
not just those that have a catalog number with a corresponding level. Continuing an
analysis by feature will make further correlations between the taxa found in each level to
the estimated time frames represented by those levels.
There are eight levels including the surface. Level 7 includes only one bone and
therefore will not have the MNI and biomass calculations and will only be analyzed
briefly. The level information is based on field notes and previous analysis done through
the Market Street Chinatown project. Analysis of level will later show the differences in
culinary practices based on the time of occupation.

Surface
The surface collection includes three catalog numbers from the feature, two
labeled as “general surface” and one as “upper stratum.” These are included together due
to the collection technique of ARS and the description of each in the field records. The
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general surface appears to have been collected from the surface level of the feature. The
upper stratum was collected from the majority of the surface of the feature from a
disturbed matrix of gravel, asphalt and concrete (Kane 2012).
Species (S)
Mammals
Cat
Cow
Pig
Rodent
Rat

NISP

MNI

Weight

Biomass

3
7
133
1
35

1
1
3
1
4

7.6g
475.9g
1018.5g
0.3g
6.8g

0.16kg
6.75kg
13.4kg
0.006kg
0.14kg

Aves
Chicken
Duck

28
8

5
1

32.9g
5.4g

0.49kg
0.09kg

Reptile
Turtle

3

1

3.9g

0.09kg

Totals

218
12
1551.2g
21.13kg
Table 15: Surface and Upper Stratum Identification Summary

The domesticated animals on the surface level include pig and cow in amounts
and variety consistent with other levels (Table 15). The ARS report does not specify
whether other Chinese artifacts were recovered from the surface but by looking at the
faunal remains it becomes clear that the surface does in fact represent Chinese occupation
as well. The pig remains vastly exceed the other species represented in both NISP and
biomass. Second to the pig is the rat and chicken, which remains consistent with the
collection as a whole.
Inconsistent with the Chinese collection are two beef steak cuts that were
butchered using an automatic saw, suggesting the inclusion of Euro-American style beef
cuts. One humerus and one femur they are both 1/3-3/4 in thick. Commonly, it is the
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Euro-American style cuts of meat that are butchered using an automatic saw, it is
possible that the surface collection represents some older Chinese artifacts while also
including more recent Euro-American remnants from modern day.
The aves remains include chicken and duck, both of which showing signs of being
used for food purposes. The chicken pieces and fragments are overwhelmingly long
bones and only two beak fragments. The chicken appears to have been used for meat
purposes only, no bones on the surface have signs of medullary bone and therefore were
most likely not used as egg layers. The duck elements are likewise mostly long bone
fragments with one beak and one furculum fragment.
The small mammal remains do not show any signs of butchery or use as food and
only include three cat remains and 35 rat remains. The cat remains include one axis, tibia
and metatarsal. The MNI is therefore one and is possible that it is just a scatter of deeper
cat remains or a modern specimen. The rat remains are varied and have an MNI of three.
The rats, consistent with the collection as a whole include rats of various ages and
elements. Since many different elements from the rat skeleton are present it is more
likely that these are modern rats, indicating that now, like then, rats are a constant
presence in an urban setting. Additionally, there was one rodent cranium that could not
be identified to species. The cranium had no distinguishing characteristics, though it most
likely belongs to a rat, it is therefore categorized as rodent.
The turtle also indicates that there was disturbance within the lower levels of the
site towards the surface. Turtles are not commonly walking around the city of San José
and are most likely associated with the Chinese occupation. Though there are only three
plastron shell fragments they do indicate a more recent use of turtle among the Market
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Street inhabitants. There are not butchery or modification marks on any of the shell
fragments.
There were also 346 fragments of unidentified large, medium and small mammals
and bird found on the surface level. Many of the large and medium mammal fragments
were sawn and chopped consistent with Euro-American butchery practices and most
likely represent fragments of cow and pig. There are 13 unidentified fragments that were
either burnt black or white. The surface level most likely does not represent a period of
burning at the site since this number is relatively small.

Level 1
Level 1 contained a loose matrix of grey-brown sandy silt and comprised historic
and recent artifacts. Since the field record specifies that level one consists of historic as
well as more modern artifacts, a close look at the faunal remains can indicate which
remains belong to the historic record and which represent more recent deposits.

Species (1)
Mammals
Cat
Pig
Rodent
Rat

NISP

MNI

Weight

Biomass

7
39
3
28

1
1
1
2

3.8g
222.4g
0.1g
3.9g

0.08kg
3.4kg
0.003kg
0.08kg

Aves
Chicken
Duck

10
2

1
1

13.8g
2.8g

0.22kg
0.05kg

Reptiles
Turtle

8

1

6.9g

0.11kg

Totals

97

8
253.7g
3.943kg
Table 16: Level 1 Identification Summary
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Level one is overwhelmingly populated with small fragments of bone. No cow
and only one small fragment of an unidentified large mammal was recovered (Table 16).
Pig remains were the only domesticated mammal found in this level and again dominate
the NISP and biomass index. The pig remains include four long bone fragments, 18
trotter fragments and 17 teeth and cranium fragments.
The cat and rat in the level show the common pattern of small mammals
throughout the collection. The cat, though it has an MNI of one in level 1, most likely
represents two separate cats or one quite sick cat. A left mandible was identified missing
all of the teeth with the teeth sockets fully closed. It is possible that a young cat had an
oral disease, thought it is more likely that this mandible belongs to an old cat.
Conversely, an unfused scapula was also identified that obviously belonged to a young
cat. The age differences speak to the types of animals occupying the area or trash pit.
The rat in the level shows similar patterns, with young and old rats as usual throughout
the feature. The rat, again, includes elements from a wide variety of the skeleton,
suggesting the occupation of level 1 by trash pit rats. None of the rat bones show signs of
butchery, disease, burning or any modification.
The bird remains include chicken and duck remains though there were only two
duck remains identified. The chicken again includes mostly long bone fragments and
only one almost complete skull. The long bones are however paired right and left in level
1, and with the inclusion of the almost complete skull, these bones almost definitely
represent a butchered bird event. Evidence of a single butchery event is particularly
interesting because it indicates where and how a single bird was butchered for use.
Evidence of cleaver chop marks across the two tibiotarses (legs) and humerus (wings)
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indicate how the bird was butchered.

There is no pattern to the burnt or modified bone

in the level. There are only two burnt black bones, one pig and one unidentifiable
mammal.

Level 1A
Layer 1A was excavated separate from level 1 because it cut into the side of level
1 on the west side of the feature. Level 1A is only on the west site of the feature and
contained a small amount of bone. It was a deposit of loose ash and silt with small
quantities of Chinese artifacts. The bone was described in the field notes to be pig bone,
there were however several other bones identified in the level.
Species (1A)
Mammals
Cat
Pig
Rat

NISP

MNI

Weight

Biomass

1
13
5

1
1
1

0.7g
72.5g
0.9g

0.01kg
1.24kg
0.02kg

Totals

19

3
74.1g
1.27kg
Table 17: Level 1A Identification Summary

Again, the pig bones are numerically most frequently identified elements.
(Table17). Similar to level 1, the pig specimens in level 1A are small and for the most
part cranial or trotter remains. There was one illium and one tibia, both of which
comprised of two articulating fragments. None of the pig bones were butchered or burnt.
Consistent with the rest of the collection, the other common species in level 1A
were cat and rat. The one cat bone is a complete thoracic vertebra. It is in fact one of five
cat thoracic vertebrae recovered from the entire collection. The rat remains include
fragments of one tibia and humerus and three complete vertebrae. Level 1A is also the
only level without any identified bird or reptile remains.
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There were 68 unidentified medium mammal, mammal and bird bone in the level.
None of these bones show any signs of burning or butchery. As in the identified
specimens there is no specific pattern to the elements identified. It is possibly significant
however that there were no butchered bones identified within the entire level 1A. 43 of
the 68 unidentified remains were small fragmented unidentifiable mammal remains. The
remains from the entire level were small in number and many were fragmented to the
point of making them completely unidentifiable.

Level 3
Level 3 is the next level within the feature to contain bone. Level 2 was a shallow
deposit and only contained historic Chinese artifacts and no bone remains. Level 3 on the
other was a concentrated deposit of gravel, concrete and asphalt. The number of bone
remains collected is relatively low in level 3 due to the high concentration and quantity of
asphalt and gravel. There are only two specimens that exhibit sings of burning.
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Species (3)
Mammals
Cat
Pig
Rabbit
Rat

NISP

MNI

Weight

Biomass

1
48
1
32

1
1
1
2

0.5g
159.3g
0.6g
8.7g

0.01kg
2.52kg
0.01kg
0.18kg

Aves
Chicken
Duck
Pigeon

43
2
3

8
2
1

50.5
1.3g
1.7g

0.72kg
0.02kg
0.03kg

Reptiles
Turtle

1

1

0.5g

0.01kg

Totals

131

17
223.1g
3.5kg
Table 18: Level 3 Identification Summary

Level three begins to get into the larger numbers of both the common identified
species within the collection and the less represented (Table 18). The pig bones, again
the most well represented, continue to only be small fragments of bone, the only
complete specimens being teeth and trotters. There are a few fragments of long bone
epiphyses including tibia, femurs and radii and one small fragment of femur. There is
however evidence in level 3 of butchery of the trotters with cleaver chop marks on 11
trotter elements including, an astragalus, carpal, metacarpal and phalange. A collection
of foot bones like this most likely represents a single trotter-eating episode. These chop
marks are consistent with the common butchery pattern of Chinese pigs’ feet.
Though there is a large amount of pig there is a lack of cow represented in level 3.
There are two steak cuts from an unidentified large mammal that is most likely a cow.
Steak cuts were both sawn with an automatic saw, suggesting the incorporation of EuroAmerican cuts into level 3. Additionally, one of the steak cuts, an unidentified long bone,
was burnt black.
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Cat and rat are represented in level 3 as usual but there is a new addition of rabbit
to the small mammal specimens. One complete cat ulna was identified. The bone shows
no signs of butchery or burning. One unidentified small mammal rib was identified, and
although ribs do not display enough signs to be identified to the species it most likely
belongs to a cat. This rib in particular has evidence of a healed break in the center of the
bone, possibly the result of a fight or kick to the side. The rat remains show a random
sample of rat bones, indicating the presence of more than one rat but not representing all
elements of a rat skeleton. None of the rat bones show any signs of modification or
burning. One left mandible from a rabbit was identified. There were no teeth present or
any cranial fragments that could connect to the mandible.
The birds in the collection also exhibit the usual chicken and duck but with the
addition of a three pigeon elements. As usual, chicken dominates the bird specimens in
the collection with 43 out of 48 identified bird bones. The chicken is varied in its
identification in level 3. There are 19 cleaver chopped long bones. One of these chopped
bones exhibits medullary bone within the bone shaft, suggesting that the chicken were
being used as egg layers but those chickens were still subject to butchery and
consumption.
The duck are represented by two caropometacarpii and show no signs of butchery
or modification. The pigeon is represented by one caropmetacarpus and two humeri.
One pigeon humerus is broken in the center of the bone and burnt around the edges of the
break, possibly showing human modification to the pigeon bone and use as a food. I
would say it might be the bone was snapped to eat the marrow then thrown in the trash
pile and burned
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Eleven turtle bones were identified and are represented by only four pieces of
shell with mostly long bones and axial fragments. Two right femurs place the MNI of the
turtle in level 3 and the rest of the collection, at two. The other long bone includes a
complete tibia. The other turtle includes one fragment of illium and scapula and two
fragments of pubis. These turtle fragments possibly represent a single slaughter and
meal. There were no butcher marks present on any of these bones, consistent with the
traditional Chinese way of cooking turtle by making it into a soup.

Level 4
Level 4 was excavated from loose brown silt and had interspersed artifacts
including Chinese artifacts, bone, metal fragments, eggshell and charcoal. Eggshell was
identified within the collection as part of this project but was not identified or cataloged.
Level 4 continues with the theme of great bone density the further archaeologists
excavated into feature 5. In level 4, there is an addition of sheep/goat among the list of
domesticated mammals, that includes in level 4, the big three pig, cow and sheep/goat.
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Species (4)
Mammals
Cat
Cow
Pig
Rodent
Rat
Sheep/Goat

NISP

MNI

Weight

Biomass

2
1
136
4
40
2

1
1
9
1
2
1

4.3g
54.4g
1041.0g
0.4g
9.5g
1.0g

0.09kg
0.95kg
13.66kg
0.01kg
0.19kg
0.02kg

Aves
Chicken
Duck

29
3

3
1

24.4
2.7g

0.37kg
0.05kg

Reptiles
Turtle

9

1

3.4g

0.07kg

Totals

226

20
1141.1g
15.41kg
Table 19: Level 4 Identification Summary

The 136 pig elements in level 4 has not only varied cuts and butchery of meat but
also ages of the pigs represented (Table 19). Many of the long bones identified are
complete to ¾ complete suggesting the acquisition and consumption of large cuts of pork.
14 specimens were burnt black, white or slightly burnt, more than any other level thus far
in the feature and may be representative of a change consumption pattern. The trotter
elements in level 4 show signs of being burnt along one edge, consistent with the recipe
of brazed pigs feet, which requires a halved pigs foot to be brazed on a hot surface.
The small mammals in level 4 include cat, rat and rodent remains. The cat
remains, one complete axis and one complete scapula show signs of carnivore gnawing.
The axis has puncture marks along the edge, possibly showing the cause of death of the
cat,
The rat in the collection is varied as usual for the rat in the feature. With an MNI
of two there are 40 rat bones represented from all parts of the skeleton. The rodent
remains in the level were identified as such because they are teeth with no distinguishing
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characteristics. They most likely also belong to rats but without definite marks there is
no way to definitely say for sure. Nine turtle shell fragments were identified and is most
likely that they belong to the same individual. These fragments would be ideal for the
identification of the turtle species with the comparative samples.

Level 6
Level 6 was excavated from loose brown silt from a large concentration of
Chinese artifacts. There were many ceramic and other vessels identified to place level 6
firmly within the Chinese occupation. The high concentration of Chinese artifacts
includes the bones, as level 6 was the highest concentration and largest number of bones
identified in the feature. Level 6 also contains the most varied collection of species
(Table 20). A majority of the bones and MNI counts from various species of the feature
come from level 6 and is the most likely level to tell the story of the Chinese occupation
of Market Street.
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Species (6)
Mammals
Bear
Cat
Cow
Dog
Mouse
Pig
Rabbit
Rodent
Rat
Sheep/Goat
Squirrel

NISP

MNI

Weight

Biomass

1
78
7
2
3
920
1
1
568
6
2

1
4
1
1
2
15
1
1
20
1
1

1.5g
59.6g
537.9g
8.0g
0.3g
7075.0g
3.6g
0.3g
108.7g
37.4g
1.4g

0.03kg
1.04kg
7.5kg
0.17kg
0.008kg
76.6kg
0.08kg
0.008kg
1.7kg
0.68kg
0.03kg

Aves
Chicken
Duck
Pigeon

839
104
10

34
6
4

530.5g
89.9g
5.5g

6.15kg
1.22kg
0.09kg

Reptiles
Bull Frog
Snake
Turtle

1
1
8

1
1
1

0.2g
0.1g
6.3g

0.001kg
0.10kg

Totals

2625

93

8466.2g

95.41kg

Table 20: Level 6 Identification Summary
The pigs within level 6 show what is most likely the common butchery and
husbandry practices of pigs.. Three hundred and thirty four of the 920 bones, or 36%,
were either chopped, sawn or cut. As is common, most of the butchered bones are
cleaver chopped and have various cut marks. 9 bones have been sawn and have the saw
marks consistent with a handsaw. The teeth show that there were both males and females
represented among the individuals in the level. The pigs were also being butchered into
large cuts of meat. Thirty-four of the arm and leg long bones and 256 total pig bones
were complete, suggesting the selling of large cuts of pork among the Market Street
residents. None of the pigs in level 6 show any signs of bone trauma and only five have
been burnt.
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The cow and sheep/goat remains in level 6 are present in small numbers but they
are possibly the most telling of the consumption of non-pork domesticated animals in the
collection. Seven cow bones were identified, 5 of which were sawn with an automatic
saw, consistent with a Euro-American style of butchery. The cuts themselves,
additionally, are consistent with Euro-American style cuts of beef including steak cuts
and a T-bone. The cow bones in level 6 all represent specific cuts of meat and suggest
that beef was being acquired through a Euro-American butcher and not through the
raising of cows. Similarly, the sheep/goat remains in level 6 were also chopped and cut,
inconsistently with the rest of the collection. The addition of sheep/goat in these number
also indicates the possible shifting of dietary practice since there have been no other
sheep/goat bones that are defiantly associated with meat in the collection.
The various chicken, duck and pigeon bones in level 6 speak to not only the
consumption of chicken among the residents but to animal husbandry practices and
nature of life in the trash pile. The duck and pigeon in level 6 include the most amounts
of each for the feature. The duck remains include bones from the entire skeleton
including cranial fragments. There was one maxilla, or duckbill, that was chopped across
the distal end. There is a false chop mark just above the final chop mark; it is unclear if it
was post or pre mortem. It is also unclear whether no duckbill would have been a selling
tactic in the market or a husbandry practice among domesticated ducks. The pigeon
remains include a surprisingly high MNI for the number of pigeon bones. Four right
humeri indicate that the pigeon wing was possibly a desirable piece of meat among the
residents.
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Unlike many of the previous levels in feature 5, many of the chicken bones are
chopped or cut. Seventy-eight bones exhibit some kind of butchery. There was only one
bone with medullary bone present. With a high number of butchered bones and no
medullary bone present it appears as though most of these chickens were being used as a
meat source as opposed to egg producers. The bones that are butchered follow a
traditional Chinese pattern of about one inch sections of bone, most likely meant for
specific dishes with small cuts of chicken.
Several chicken bones also show evidence of animal husbandry practices and post
depositional processes within the trash pile. A chicken maxilla, or beak, and
corresponding mandible were identified to have a chop mark across the distal end of the
beak, essentially removing the beak. There were 31 other mandible and maxilla
fragments found in level 6 with no such butchery marks. It is more than likely that this
individual chicken was causing problems among the chicken coop. It suggests that
chopping the beak was not a common practice and was most likely only used in particular
situations. It is also possible that it belongs to a rooster since there were tarsometatarsii
with spurs identified in level 6. There was also a chicken ulna recovered with two canine
puncture marks on the distal end. Given evidence of carnivore presence, the trash pile
was certainly visited by carnivores and rodents alike reaping the benefits of the discarded
feasts.
The cat remains and MNI in level 6 are the most numerous of the entire feature.
The cats have examples of both young and old cats within level 6. There were seven
immature, or kitten, bones recovered. Kitten bones could represent simply the death of a
young cat in the trash pile. The adult cat remains show signs of butchery among five of
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the bones and are the only butchered cat remains in the collection and represent an MNI
of one butchered cat.
The rodents in the collection are varied, including rat, squirrel and rabbit. The rat
bones include a minimum of 20 individuals in level 6 alone. Three of the rat bones were
identified to show possible signs of arthritis on three femurs. These femurs are all fused
and most likely represent a rat at the end of its short life cycle. There were also 102 long
bones with at least one unfused epiphyses and six with both unfused epiphyses
suggesting that there are rats of many ages living and eating among the trash pile. There
was also one squirrel cranium recovered. No other squirrel remains were identified. Only
one rabbit bone was identified in level 6, a nearly complete right humerus. Since there
was another right humerus recovered from level 8 raising the entire feature MNI of rabbit
to two.
The reptiles and amphibians in level 6 represent more than just turtle but have the
addition of a bullfrog and snake species. The turtle remains include 9 bones, 5 of which
are shell fragments. The other bones include an ischium, femur and mandible. The
ischium has a possible chop mark which would indicate a use of the turtle besides soup.
The mandible also indicates the possible usage of the entire turtle as food. The snake is
represented by a single vertebra. The species is unknown and is unidentifiable by a
single small vertebra. The bullfrog representation consists of one femur found in level 6.
There are no butcher marks on either the snake or bull frog. Though to eat either it is
unnecessary to butcher the snake vertebrae or frog leg.
The single bear phalange belongs to the bear paw recovered in level 8. Discussed
later, levels 6 and 8 overlap at the east end of the feature. It is possible that here, this
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single bear phalange was mixed into level 6. The level 6 bear phalange matches the size
and placement within the bear paw of level 8.

Level 7
Level 7 was a sterile level with no artifacts or samples collected. Level 6 and 8
cut through to each other on the east side of the feature, leaving level 7 to a sterile layer
on the west side of the feature. Despite the sterile level, one unidentified large mammal
tibia fragment was identified. There are no butcher or modification marks on the bone
and it belonged to a young individual.
Level 8
Layer 8 was excavated from loose brown silt and also contained a high
concentration of Chinese artifacts. The east side of the level cut into level 6, explaining
some overlap between the two levels. There are several possible cross mends between
level 6 and level 8 but they will continue to be analyzed as separate levels. It is most
likely though that they represent close time periods or underwent the same postdepositional processes.
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Species (8)
Mammals
Bear
Cat
Cow
Pig
Rabbit
Rat
Sheep/Goat

NISP

MNI

Weight

Biomass

18
30
33
741
21
682
2

1
3
2
21
1
44
1

73.1g
19.0g
1762.6g
6061.7g
25.8g
166.8g
53.6g

1.25kg
0.37kg
21.95kg
66.73kg
0.49kg
2.63kg
0.94kg

Aves
Chicken
Duck
Pigeon

119
41
6

4
4
3

138.9g
26.5g
2.7g

1.81kg
0.4kg
0.05kg

Reptiles
Frog
Turtle

3
59

1
1

0.3g
68.80g

0.62kg

Totals

1712

86
8344.5g
96.8kg
Table 21: Level 8 Identification Summary

The pig remains in level 8 represent the possible introduction of a disease among
the domesticated pig population (Table 21). There is evidence of disease among six of
the femurs. The femurs that show evidence of a bacterial infection are all unfused and
non-articulating distal femoral epiphyses. These epiphyses most likely articulated with
the femurs in level 8, however, since they have extra spongy bone grown, they cannot be
articulated with their corresponding femurs. None of these bones show any signs of
butchery, however, in the rest of the collection, completely whole longbones are not
uncommon to find.
There is no other evidence among the pig bones in level 8 that these pigs
remained uneaten. There are not a large amount of complete or unbutchered bones,
which would be evident if these diseased pigs were thrown into the trash pile whole and
uneaten. Two hundred fifteen of the 741 bones, or 30% were butchered, similar in
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pattern to level 6 where no disease was present. The remaining pig bones show a similar
pattern to level 6, large cuts of meat or bones that have not been butchered, speaking to
the large amounts of pork being consumed in one event but also the good preservation of
the bones in these levels.
There were a large number of cow remains identified in level 8. There were at
least two cows in level 8 and since there were teeth, cranial and distal limb elements
identified There was also steak cuts identified as well that were most likely sawn with an
automatic saw. The residents appear to be supplementing their beef consumption with
Euro-American beef cuts as well. The only two sheep/goat bones found in level 8 were
two fragments of femur that was possibly chopped.
The small mammals in level 8 include cat, rabbit and rat in large amounts. The
cat, a minimum of three individuals, shows no signs of butchery. Ten of the bones are
from immature cats, or kitten. The kittens represent a MNI of two and most likely
represent a pair of small kittens either dying or being deposited into the trash pile. The
mature kittens represent the remaining one individual. The 682 rat bones, with an MNI
of 44, is the largest amount of rat in the entire collection. The rabbit, additionally, is at its
highest amounts in level 8. There are pairs of longbones and bones from the entire
skeleton identified. The rabbit most likely represents the consumption of a single
individual rabbit. Four of the rabbit bones are butchered so it is most likely a meal and
not a trash pile scavenger.
The chicken and duck in level 8 were found in a strikingly smaller percentage
than in other levels. Only 119 chicken bones were identified. Thought they were found
in small amounts, they follow similar patterns to the rest of the collection. There were
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only six butchered duck bones, and no indication of bills being chopped, indicating
possibly that duck was not at that point domesticated among the residents of Market
Street and that it was being acquired in the surrounding area.
The reptiles and amphibians in level 8 represent their highest in the collection.
There were 59 turtle remains identified, 55 of which were shell fragments. The other
remains show no signs of butchery, consistent with traditional ways of consuming turtle.
Three unidentified frog or frog/toad remains were additionally identified. One frog
humerus was identified but shows no signs of butchery. The other frog/toad bones are
most likely fragments of femur.
In level 8, the 75% complete bear paw was recovered and identified. As
mentioned earlier, the bear paw has been butchered across the proximal end of the
metacarpals. Despite being chopped, the proximal ends of those butchered metacarpals
are also present and able to be articulated with the distal ends. One phalange, included in
the count for this complete bear paw, was recovered in level 6 and discussed with its
level. The bear paw represents a unique and innovative method of consuming foods that
the residents knew to be prestigious.

